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EATE was founded on 23 November 2021, i.e., 30 years ago. To mark this date, a modest celebration
was held during the EATE Summer Seminar in Pärnu. Our surprise speaker was the American-Estonian
writer and journalist Justin Petrone (pictured with Erika Puusemp), snacks, coffee and cake were served.

USING PICTUREBOOK BIOGRAPHIES TO SUPPORT
ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
William Bintz

College of Education, Health and Human Services,
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio, USA

I was born and raised in Isfahan, Iran. Like other children, I learned
to speak Farsi, my native language, mostly at home. Unlike many
children, I learned English from my father who attended university in
the United States and was fluent in English. However, I also learned
English by watching television and movies, as well as reading children’s picturebooks, all in English.
This recollection on learning Farsi as a first language and English as a
second language is from a doctoral student in Curriculum and Instruction
at a major university in the United States. This student shared the recollection with me because I conduct research on the use of picturebooks
to teach reading and am the director of her doctoral dissertation. Later, I
reflected on this recollection. I was not surprised at the role picturebooks
played in her learning a second language, but I was intrigued. In fact, it
inspired this article.
This article explores the use of picturebook biographies to support English Language Learners (ELL’s).
It begins with an overview of the history, nature, and changing definitions of a picturebook, followed
by a discussion on the value of picturebooks for English Language Learners. Next, it highlights the
power and potential of picturebook biographies. Then, it describes instructional strategies teachers
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can use with picturebook biographies, using selected texts from an extensive list of picturebook biographies. It ends with final thoughts and a list of suggested picturebook biographies.
Picturebooks
Many picturebooks have excellent illustrations that inspire students (Morgan & Collett 2009: 220).
The writing and publishing of picturebooks worldwide has a long and rich history. In 1657, Orbis
Pictus (The World in Pictures) was written by Johann Amos Comenius and translated into English in
1727. This book is often referred to as the first children’s picturebook (Tunnell & Jacobs 2013). Since
then, the number of picturebooks published annually in the United States was approximately 2,500 in
1975 (Miele & Prakkan 1975), 4,500 in 1995 (Bogart 1997), and 5,000 in 1999 (Bogart 2001). In the
21st century, the number of picturebooks has grown to 14,000 annually (Norris & Pawlowski 2009).
Over the years, a picturebook has been defined in different ways. Almost fifty years ago, Sutherland
and Hearn (1977: 158) defined a picturebook as “one in which the pictures either dominate the text
or are as important.” Similarly, Marantz (1977: 3) stated that “a picturebook, unlike an illustrated book,
is properly conceived of as a unit, a totality that integrates all the designated parts in a sequence
in which the relationships among them – the cover, endpapers, typography, pictures – are crucial to
understanding the book.” Today, definitions continue to change but still emphasize that “a picturebook
is the inextricable connection of words and pictures and the unique qualities of the form, always rejecting the notion that a picturebook is not simply a book that happens to have pictures” (Wolfenbarger
& Sipe 2007: 273). From a semiotic perspective, a picturebook is defined less as a text with two sign
systems (language and pictures) and more as an aesthetic object that involves three sign systems
(language, illustration, design) with each system having meaning potentials by itself and with each
other (Sipe 2002). Ironically, the most cited definition is almost fifty years old. Bader (1976: 1) states:
A picturebook is text, illustrations, total design; an item of manufacture and a commercial product; a social, cultural, historic document; and foremost, an experience for
a [reader]. As an art form it hinges on the interdependence of pictures and words, on
the simultaneous display of two facing pages, and on the drama of the turning page.
Picturebooks for English Language Learners
Picturebooks, of course, are important for all readers, young, old, and every age in between. Among
other things, they 1) are “short on pages, but long on meaning” (Culham, 2001: 2), 2) contain intriguing, artful illustrations that are pleasurable and informative to view and reflect different artistic styles,
3) contain carefully chosen words that build vocabulary, 4) are reader friendly and enjoyable and
support reading comprehension (Murphy 2009: 21), and 5) help students understand and appreciate
perspectives other than their own (Morgan 2009: 219).
Picturebooks are particularly important for English Language Learners for several reasons. For one
thing, they are authentic pieces of literature. The International Literacy Association defines authentic
texts as “texts that are used in everyday life but not solely or mainly for the purpose of instruction
(e.g., novels and children’s literature, hobbyist magazines, newspapers). A text that has been changed
to make sentences shorter would not be considered an authentic text” (reading.org). Mourao (2016:
2) states:
Picturebooks are very special books, for they are authentic in every way – the words
(if they exist, for some picturebooks are wordless) have not been abridged or altered
for language learning purposes and the illustrations are created by illustrators who use
their art creatively with neither a care for, nor an interest in, the confines of language
learning.
Another reason is that picturebooks are an example of multicultural literature. The International Literacy Association defines multicultural literature as “books, poetry, and other forms of writing that are
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created by or focused on underrepresented or minority groups” (reading.org). Many English language
learners are students who are members of one or both groups. Therefore, teachers can use picturebooks with students from diverse backgrounds.
Still another reason is that picturebooks use real-life language, that is, language that sounds like real
language, the language used by people in everyday life. Picturebooks with real language are tools
that invite students to actively engage in meaningful conversations and learning experiences using
real language (Harste, Short, & Burke 1988). They include rich vocabulary, descriptive illustrations,
and innovative designs. Moreover, picturebooks enable learners to develop important literacy skills.
The “visual-verbal connection” or the act of associating pictures with text, supports second language
learners’ literacy needs, builds confidence, and positive dispositions about reading (Henry & Simpson
2001: 1).
Lastly, picturebooks are important because they can be used as mentor texts to improve second
language learners’ writing skills. Mentor texts are examples of excellent writing. Thompson & Reed
(2019: 28) state that mentor texts are:
…written pieces that serve as an example of good writing for student writers. The texts
are read for the purpose of studying the author’s craft, or the way the author uses
words and structures the writing. The goal is to provide students a model they could
emulate in crafting their own piece.
Mentor texts allow students to see what good writing looks like and encourage them to use the same
structure and style for their own writing. Picture books are short text, typically 32-pages, and thus
allow students to reread a text to explore and imitate a good writing structure. By frequently exposing
learners to high-quality picture books and using them as mentor texts, they will be able to see quality
writing and eventually use their observation to improve their own writing (Dorfman & Capelli 2009).
Picturebook Biographies
Picturebooks include many different types or genres. Among others, these include fiction, nonfiction,
realistic fiction, science fiction, biography, autobiography, etc. Picturebook biographies are particularly
important. Almost seventy-five years ago, Heriot (1948: 98) noted that people, including young children, enjoy biography because people “have a normal interest in other people.”
Biography is defined as a “genre that tells the life story of a significant historical figure” (Coffin, 2006:
53). Life stories about outstanding persons represent a popular genre within children’s literature (Bjorlo,
in Goga, Iversen, & Teigland 2021: 110). Picturebook biographies are important because the hybridity of the genre may also include interactions between the written text and various visual elements
(Bjorlo 2021). Fortunately, over the years increasing numbers of picturebook biographies for children
have been published (von Merveldt 2018: 233).
Picturebook biographies have many appealing qualities and benefits. Important qualities include “it
is a true story, it concerns people, and it inspires with ideals” (Heriot 1948). They also have many
benefits. For example, picturebook biographies:
• represent important and inspiring people from diverse socio-cultural backgrounds;
• reflect and promote positive images of femininity and masculinity;
• help students develop multiple understandings and perspectives because they (Morgan 2009: 219)
bring drama to historical events and humanize history in ways that textbooks may not;
• help students learn about the past within the context of authentic, meaningful, and engaging text
(Ellenmeyer & Chick 2003);
• help students about events from the individual’s life, the community from where he or she came,
and the dispositions that person possessed (Bruner 2004);
• understand how personal struggles, home origins, and personality traits add depth and substance to
what might otherwise be a cardboard-like figure on a timeline (Meyers, Holbrook, & May 2009: 2);
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• see how biographies can be viewed and used as models for student life choices and their consequences;
• show students “how inauspicious beginnings can lead to a good outcome (Temple, Martinez, &
Yokota, 2018: 284);
• “extend students’ opportunities to identify with a diverse group of people” (Lesesne 2002: 121);
• add new information not in textbooks and/or supplement information in textbooks, thus being a
“wider window” (Lesesne 2002: 122).
Instructional Strategies
Teachers can use many instructional strategies with picturebook biographies. In this section I share
five research-based strategies and provide examples of how teachers can use them with picturebook
biographies. These strategies include Storybook Plan, Character Wheel, Flushing Out a Character, Wordstorming, and Word Questioning.
Storybook Plan. Storybook Plan (Fisher & Medvic 2000) is a graphic organizer that provides students
a plot structure to record important elements about a story. Figure 1a illustrates a Storybook Plan
template that teachers can share with students. Figure 1b illustrates a completed Storybook Plan based
on the book The People’s Painter: How Ben Shahn Fought for Justice with Art (Levinson 2021).
Summary: The People’s Painter: How Ben Shahn Fought for Justice with Art is the inspiring biography
of artist and activist Ben Shahn. As a young boy, Ben learned about injustice when his father was
banished to Siberia by the Czar of Russia for “demanding fair pay for working people.” In 1906, the
Shahn family emigrated from Lithuania to America but once again experienced anti-Semitism. Ben
painted, and later photographed, injustice and persecution in realistic ways and the US government
hired him to take photographs across America that “revealed hard lives in troubled times.” He was
the people’s painter.

Figure 1a. Storybook Plan Template
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Figure 1b. Storybook Plan Completed

Character Wheel. Character Wheel is an organizational structure that helps student record important
characteristics about a specific story character. Figure 2a illustrates a Character Wheel template that
teachers can share with students. Figure 2b illustrates a completed Character Wheel based on the
book Karl, Get Out of the Garden! (Sanchez 2017).
Summary: Karl, Get Out of the Garden! is an informative biography about the famous Carolus Linnaeus (Karl Linné), a curious child who loved exploring the garden. He was an intelligent child who,
despite his mother’s scolding, preferred to play and work outdoors with plants and bugs. Later, Karl’s
love of nature inspired him to undergo a seemingly impossible task, namely, give a scientific name
to every living thing on earth. He succeeded and the result was the Linnaean system – the basis for
the classification system used by biologists around the world today.

Figure 2a. Character Wheel Template

Figure 2b. Character Wheel Completed

Fleshing Out a Character. Fleshing Out a Character (Allen 2000) is a graphic organizer that guides
students during and after reading to focus on important characteristics of a character. Figure 3a illustrates a Fleshing Out a Character template that teachers can share with students. Figure 3b illustrates
a completed Fleshing Out a Character based on the book Agnes Has a Secret (Swanson 2019).

Figure 3a. Fleshing Out a Character Template

Figure 3b. Fleshing Out a Character Completed
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Summary: Agnes Has a Secret is the
remarkable story of Agnes, a girl who
lived with her family on a farm in Lithuania, a farm that belonged to Someone Else. One day, the family received
a letter from Aunt Ruth in the USA.
Nobody in the family could read or
write, so the village priest read the
letter and told them Ruth was well
and going to school. Papa arranged
for the priest to teach his two sons to
read but did not have enough money
to include Agnes, but Mama had a
plan. She secretly hid Agnes in a cupboard where she could see and hear
the priest’s lessons. Agnes not only
learned to read and write English,
but immigrated to America, learned Figure 4a. Wordstorming Template
to read and write in five languages,
and had two children of her own.
Wordstorming. Wordstorming (Allen
2003) is an organizational structure
that students can use during and after
reading to record important vocabulary words from a text. Figure 4a illustrates a Wordstorming template that
teachers can share with students. Figure 4b illustrates a completed Wordstorming based on the book Ada Byron
Lovelace and the Thinking Machine
(Wallmark 2015).
Summary: Ada Byron Lovelace and the
Thinking Machine is a fascinating biography of Ada Lovelace, the daughter
of the famous English romantic poet, Figure 4b. Wordstorming Completed
Lord Byron, and her mathematician
mother known as The Princess of Parallelograms. Ada was a curious and inventive child, gifted in math
and science, but had a difficult childhood. She developed measles, leaving her temporarily paralyzed
and blind. She recovers and eventually meets Charles Babbage, the inventor of the first mechanical
computer. Ada builds on the innovative work of Babbage and writes the first computer program to
show its fascinating and powerful capabilities.
Word Questioning. Word Questioning (Allen 1999) is a graphic organizer that can be used in conjunction with Wordstorming. It allows students to get depth on one important word or concept that
was recorded on the Wordstorming sheet. In this way, Wordstorming provides students a way to
gain breadth of important vocabulary words and Word Questioning provides a way for them to gain
depth of understanding. Figure 5a illustrates a Word Questioning template that teachers can share
with students. Figure 5b illustrates a completed Word Questioning based on the word calculate from
Ada Byron Lovelace and the Thinking Machine.
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Figure 5a. Word Questioning Template

Figure 5b. Word Questioning Completed

Final Thoughts
Picturebook biographies can be inspirational to students and are often preferred over
the average school textbooks (Ellis 2007).
This article was inspired by a recollection of one doctoral student who, as a young child in Iran, used
picturebooks to learn English as a second language. My hope is two-fold. One, I hope this article will
help teachers and parents help other young children experience the power and potential of picturebooks in school and at home. Moreover, I hope this article will start some new conversations about
the use of picturebook biographies to inspire English language learners.
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Based on a presentation in the 29th Communication Skills Workshop, 9 April 2021.
Digital technologies are an inseparable part of today’s learning process. New technologies bring constant changes to education, with distinctive rise of digital learning. According to theory, digital learning
enables the development of various digital literacies, among which social emotional literacy supports
students’ effective communication and collaboration as well as real-time thinking skills and develops
their sense of ownership over learning outcomes (Blau 2020). Social emotional literacy is also closely
connected with the aspect of learning motivation. Perceived autonomy and perceived competence in
digital learning are good predictors of intrinsic motivation, which comes from within the individual
learners, who aim at their personal mastery and autonomy (Loon, A. et al 2012). Research has shown
(Ming-Hung Li et al. 2017) that digital learning presents better positive effects on learning motivation than traditional teaching does. It also shows better positive effects on learning gain in learning
outcomes than traditional teaching does.
Considering some theories (Loon, Ming-Hung Li, etc.) on digital learning, we compiled a short questionnaire for students learning English on tertiary level. The aim of the present research is to clarify
the positive impact of digital learning on the participants of the study process and reflect on the ways
of enhancing its efficiency.
The survey Teachers’ and students’ motivation in digital language learning was organised by the
Language Centre of the Estonian University of Life Sciences in January–March 2021. The survey and
semi-structured interviews were chosen to be the main research methods, thus combining quantitative and qualitative approaches. First, an online survey was conducted among 265 first-year students
of the Estonian University of Life Sciences, and six lecturers of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) of
the Language Centre of the same university in February 2021. For ethical reasons, the survey was
anonymous, and no personal data are included in either the study or the analysis. Oral informed
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consent to process and analyse the responses to the survey was obtained from all the participants.
Participation in the survey was entirely voluntary. All the participants of the research were invited to
answer the following three questions:
1. How did digital learning positively influence your studies/teaching? Name at least two aspects.
2. What has digital learning taught you?
3. What would you change in digital learning to make it more efficient?
Students’ responses to the posed questions were analysed and grouped into four main categories.
Quantitative statistical analysis of the data was performed and diagrams illustrating the results were
developed.
Lecturers’ responses to the survey were also analysed. Furthermore, semi-structured interviews were
conducted with the lecturers to receive a more specific insight into their opinion on the positive impact
digital learning had on different aspects and tasks of the courses of ESP and Pearson’s MyGrammarLab
web-course. The interviews with the lecturers were organised in the form of online video conferences
and e-mails, where the lecturers were asked to comment more specifically on the impact digital
learning had on each aspect of their course. The interviews and texts of e-mails were later analysed
by all the members of the research group and certain conclusions were made. Combination of both
quantitative and qualitative approaches improved the validity of the results.
ESP learning in Estonian University of Life Sciences is based on reading and comprehension of speciality related texts that requires the search of relevant and reliable reading material in digital sources.
For the presentation of the information received, the students have to apply their skills of digital
visualisation and learn to communicate via a video bridge. The students’ writing skills are trained by
composing an abstract. This requires co-writing skills, using shared documents. An inevitable part
of ESP learning is to become acquainted with digital term bases and to practice the composition of
term entries. A complex digital ESP task is to co-write an article on a specific subject in Wikipedia.
This task develops students’ scientific mindset in interpretation of specific information in English and
in Estonian, academic language skills, identifying of terms and finding reliable references. During
the article writing, the lecturer gives guidance and advice at. The ESP course is supported by the
Moodle online learning platform where Welcome Test and Final Test are carried out. In this way the
ESP course tasks are designed to make the learning process possible universally: from distance and
as face-to-face seminars.
The courses based on Pearson’s MyGrammarLab are fully online, a combination of system checked
practical exercises and tests, and written reflections by the participants in their study forum. The main
purpose of the course is not just showing good results but to understand what kind of learner one
is; therefore, honest posts to the forum are encouraged. The digital device enables processing the
student’s progress to finally reflecting on their effort and result without the lecturer’s interference. The
written reflections integrated into the online course develop writing skills and meta-analysis skills for
understanding the learning process and taking responsibility for one’s learning success.
In the survey, the students’ responses were analysed and grouped into four main categories accordingly: time/cost efficiency, learning skills/efficiency, social aspects and personal aspects.
The respondents mentioned such favourable features of digital learning as efficient time management,
improved digital skills, better concentration on academic activities. Students found that they were more
productive and motivated in the learning process. Thanks to the developed daily routine, they were
less tired and more organised both in their studies and everyday lives. Another advantage was the
possibility to work at one’s own pace and participate in the study process regardless of their location.
Many respondents stressed the practicability of recorded lectures. Digital learning has a positive influence on students who suffer from anxiety disorders. In addition to the previously mentioned positive
influences, digital learning helped to economise on transport and accommodation. As seen in Figure 1,
all the four aspects of positive digital learning influence were equally important for the respondents.
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Figure 1. The data for the question “How did digital learning positively influence
your studies?”

Students’ answers:
Learning in digital channels gives more freedom and allows effective time management. Time loss for
transport is zero and the workplace is more personal. The switch to digital learning is like the end of
kindergarten in university – from freedom to responsibility”.
The only positive influence digital learning had on my studies is that after an online class ends, I would
start doing homework immediately, while the will to study is still strong. When I had to walk to school,
sit in a class and walk back home, the interest in the topic and willingness to do the homework right
after got weaker.
Responses to the question about what digital learning has taught them were: new learning skills, better time management, discipline, independence and patience. In some cases, it helped to strengthen
self-esteem. As seen in Figure 2, personal issues predominated the students’ responses.

Figure 2. The data for the question “What has digital learning taught you?”
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Some examples:
It has taught me to be more open-minded about different tasks. They may seem a bit unnecessary at times
but can bring a lot of knowledge with them.
That physical appearance has a huge role in studying.
It is possible to learn in any circumstances if you have the willpower.
Students’ suggestions to the question on ways of improving digital learning included two main aspects:
technical issues and methodology. The technical issues mainly involved developing better learning
platforms and improving digital technology. As seen on Figure 3, teaching methodology dominates
the responses, the possibility to record lectures and make online lessons more interactive were mentioned most.

Figure 3. The data for the question “What would you change in digital learning to
make it more efficient?”

Most suggestions concerned communication and interaction (Figure 4). Students would like more
interactive activities and games. A number of students prefer participation with microphones and
cameras from all co-students. However, some consider it an extra stress. Tests for self-assessment

Figure 4. Methodology suggestions in students´ responses
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were suggested. As for recorded classes, it seems the students were not fully aware that a language
class recording is not comparable to a recorded lecture – in a language class, communication and
inevitable pauses take considerably more time than in any lecture.
Two suggestions by the students:
Instead of the faculty showing students power-point presentations and reading the text off them, the
lessons should be more interactive, like seminars, so students have to think and work along, not just sit
and write everything off of the presentation. More visual elements would also make the lessons better:
pictures, videos etc.
I think that digital learning would be more effective if teachers interacted with all students, and everyone
could see each other via video as well.
Based on the analysis of the results of the survey as well as observations of student interaction in
language classes, the research group lecturers suggest 5 tips.
1. Students have to participate with their microphones active (even though muted), otherwise they
are registered as absent.
2. To get responses more quickly, some digi-devices can be used, e.g., the ‘wheel’ https://
wheeldecide.com/index.php?id=578620.
3. It is interesting and informative for feedback for the lecturer to visit the breakout rooms and
communicate with the students and give advice.
4. Shared documents, e.g., google docs shared by the lecturer and students, develop writing skills
online. Often it is easier to notice the significant issues on screen.
5. Students with impaired hearing or speech are supported by their microphone and earphones – the
devices facilitate them to communicate.
According to the lecturers’ responses, the most frequently mentioned positive influences of digital
learning were developing their digital skills and becoming more resourceful in planning and conducting lessons. The lecturers noticed that students were more receptive, and the attendance was
better compared with face-to-face teaching. The lecturers found they were more efficient in teaching
of some aspects; their digital skills improved; however, the time management and scheduling has to
be appropriately organised. Digital learning has forced them to come out of their comfort zone. The
practical aspect of teaching from home was also mentioned. To illustrate this, a quote by a lecturer:
I believe the most important thing necessary for efficient digital learning or teaching is motivation, when
the lecturer and the student are motivated and concentrate on the advantages but not the disadvantages,
they manage to find solutions to all the problems and their work is efficient.
The common ground of the teachers’ and students’ opinions on the positive influence of digital learning is efficient time management and relaxed learning/teaching atmosphere. Overall, both teachers
and students stressed the importance of being motivated and focused on the advantages of digital
learning. Therefore, it could be concluded from this survey that the main factor in successful studies
is motivation, which is supported by the suitable choice of methods. The approach is universal and
applies to digital learning and face-to-face teaching as well. Digital learning enriches the lecturers’
methodological toolbox, which supports motivation and meaningful language studies.
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THE ROLE OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS IN INDEPENDENT
LANGUAGE LEARNING AT TERTIARY EDUCATION LEVEL
Mirjam Mägi,
BA student

Liljana Skopinskaja
Assoc. Prof. Tallinn University

Technology has undergone rapid development in
recent decades, and smartphones have become
an indispensable tool in facilitating everyday
activities. People can now quickly access various
learning materials at any place and time with only
a few touches. Various educational mobile applications have been created for language learning
purposes, giving users an opportunity to learn different languages independently. As the Covid-19
pandemic has recently made instruction fully virtual, the share of independent and mobile-based
learning has increased, and functional language
learning applications have become more necessary than ever. However, a question may arise whether
it is possible to learn foreign languages independently by means of smartphones. For that reason, a
small-scale online survey research was conducted among 40 university and vocational college students
this academic year in order to analyse what kind of mobile applications are popular among tertiary
students and how effective they are deemed.
As gleaned from the study, mobile applications were rather popular as most of the respondents (85%)
used them in their independent foreign language learning. The most popular language learning mobile
applications were Duolingo, Babbel, Busuu, and Memrise. Others, less frequently utilized applications,
were Quizlet, WordDive, Lingvist, and LingoDeer. As to the range of foreign languages being studied
via applications, 15 different languages were mentioned with Spanish, German, Swedish and Russian
being the most popular ones (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Languages studied by the respondents

The respondents were also asked to rate different qualities of language learning mobile applications
and to evaluate their personal skills’ mastery on a 5-point scale. The applications were found to be
motivating, effective, diverse and convenient to use, as well as corresponding to their skills development levels. According to the students’ self-evaluation of their learning outcomes, the greatest progress was achieved in vocabulary and grammar acquisition, reading and writing skills development,
and the least progress in speaking and listening practice. This agrees with Kim and Kwon’s (2012)
and Niño’s (2015) research data on language learning mobile applications tending to focus more on
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vocabulary-based tasks and lacking sufficient representation of oral practice. The learning results may
also depend on the target language’s script or alphabet—if it differs from the learners’ first language,
they will first have to focus on learning to read the script before moving on to other tasks. This was
most likely the case for the respondents who were studying languages with a different script, such
as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Russian, and Arabic. Since this study was anonymous, no conclusions
can be made on which languages the respondents already spoke and which scripts they were familiar
with. Undeniably, the learning results are also vastly influenced by the time and effort put into the
language learning process. Therefore, it was necessary to analyse how often students used language
learning mobile applications and for how long they had been employing them. It was discovered that
despite the afore-mentioned benefits of the applications, the respondents spent little time on them
and did not take advantage of their mobility. The most popular answer to the frequency of usage of
the applications was “a few times a week” by 29%, followed by the options “not sure” by 20%, and
“a few times a month” and “less than once a month” by 18% respectively. Only 15% employed language learning mobile applications “once a day”, which is the recommended minimum of daily use
for most of the applications (see Figure 2). As to the duration of use, the majority of the respondents
had only used the applications for less than a year, most commonly for merely 1–2 months, therefore,
not consistently enough to achieve any substantial progress (see Figure 3), which concurs with Inayah
et al.’s (2020) data about students’ perceiving language learning applications as a beneficial language
aid, but despite that, failing to use them frequently enough. As Spiro (2013, p. 214) has stated, using
technology for language learning purposes occasionally causes learners to get distracted and lose
focus on their tasks.

Figure 2: Time spent by respondents on using language learning mobile applications

Figure 3: Duration of the respondents’ use of language learning mobile applications
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This major disadvantage of the applications’ use may be caused by the fact that smartphones tend
to offer various additional applications and leisure activities that might distract the learners from
practicing the target language. The learners’ progression in language learning mostly depends on
themselves—their input and dedication to the language they are learning, which makes motivation
an important factor. Mobile-based learners receive no teacher guidance and have no set deadlines
that they must follow in order to complete a language course, making it is easy for them to replace
language learning with other activities. Another significant shortcoming of the applications is poor
oral practice. Although attempts have been made to encourage collaborative learning and communication, the applications still tend to focus on language aspects (i.e., grammar, vocabulary) rather than
speaking skills development.
Regarding the advantages of language learning mobile applications, one important asset is that the
applications offer immediate automatic feedback. Another positive quality is gamification (including
game-like features in the learning process) which makes the applications more motivating and engaging
for the learners. For instance, the Duolingo application includes several game-like elements, such as
leaderboards, daily goals, and digital currency. Moreover, many applications provide authentic texts
and learning materials which are beneficial for language acquisition.
Overall, it may be concluded from the present research results that the applications do encourage
autonomous language practice. Whether considerable or not, all respondents who used the applications developed their skills in the target language to some extent—whether simply learning a few
new phrases or words or achieving results sufficient enough to succeed on a conversational level,
they had still made some progress. Even if the learners are taking small steps towards language
proficiency, using language learning mobile applications is a welcome alternative to the conventional
leisure applications on their smartphones.
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INDO-EUROPEAN CONNECTIONS AND
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN INDIA
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PART IV/2. THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN INDIA
(“INDIAN ENGLISH”)
Distinctive vocabulary of Indian English
Being the second language all over India, English has become utterly
natural to citizens of this country. People use it in their sociocultural
contexts and create their own “rules”. They use many words and phrases
in their English that do not exist in standard English. But actually, even
when words in Indian English seem to deviate from conventional usage,
they often have a certain logic to them, if considered as the expression of
a concept. Some researchers argue that there is no such thing as “Indian
English” and claim that there is only “Indians’ English”, “Indlish” or “English
in India”, but no one would ever deny that English has been extremely important in India’s linguistic
development. India is a confident and long-time user of the language, and the peculiarities of English
in India give sufficient ground to discuss such a phenomenon as Indian English.
Curriculum in Indian schools follows British English, but nowadays a lot of vocabulary used by young
people is also being taken from American and British films and pop-culture (especially in IT places
like Bangalore). Vocabulary also depends on the state and province, and so it can be quite diverse.
For many words, it is British (“lorry” and not “truck”, “bathroom” and not “restroom”, “petrol” and
not “gas”, “proper” and not “right”), but some words have deviated from BrE (like “pants” and not
“trousers”, “fries” and not “chips”). Indian English tends to omit definite and indefinite articles, due to
influence from Indian languages.
Translations of Indian texts into English, especially those published in provinces, make you feel as if
you were reading a 19th-century book from England. They look archaic compared with contemporary
English. Some old English words still remain in Indian English, e.g., “furlong” (an eighth of a mile,
220 yards or about 200 metres). Furlong is a very old English word, now outdated in the UK, but you
may hear this word even today in India, especially from elderly people: “If you want to reach your
destination, I’ll tell you. Your desired place is not far, just a few furlongs away.”
There are hundreds of words and phrases that are unique in Indian English, i.e., which were invented
or have changed their meaning or pronunciation. They can also be called “Indianisms”. Let’s look at
the most prominent ones.
“timepass” – some entertainment (chatting, reading a newspaper or just eating peanuts, especially
while travelling by train or coach)
“hotel” – restaurant or café
“guest house” – hotel
“petrol pump” – petrol station
“bullet” – motorcycle
“topper” – the best student in the class
“passing out” – graduating from the university
“batchmate” – classmate
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“trial room” – changing room
“loose motion” – diarrhoea
“angrej” (from “English”) – any foreigner
“toffee” (also pronounced as “taffee”) – sweets. (Also “lojens/lajens” – from “lozenges”, used mostly
in Bengal. Any sweet in a wrapping can be also called “candy” or even “chocolate”/”chaklet”).
“gossiping” – chatting (e.g., “some fellows on the train were sitting next to me and gossiping all the
way”)
“footpath” – pavement (which is usually a relative thing in India)
“baatroom” (pronunciation of “bathroom”) – toilet
“jungle” (“jangal”) – forest
“chaarch” (pronunciation of “church”)
“vest” or “genji” (in Bengal) – vest (upper underwear)
“shooj” (pronunciation of “shoes”) – any footwear, even sponge sandals (flip-flops)
“biskoot” (pronunciation of “biscuit”)
“saar” (pronunciation of “sir”)
“brinjal” - aubergine/eggplant
“lady’s finger” (“lady finger”) – okra
“hodgepodge” (“khichuri”) – a simple dish made from rice, lentils and vegetables
“half-pant” – shorts
“napkin” – handkerchief
“overcoat” – coat or jacket
“standard” – grade at school
“capsicum” – bell pepper
“dry grapes” – raisins
“give some race!” – “speed up the car!”
“no chili in here, saar!” – “we haven’t added any hot chili pepper, sir!” (a waiter’s reply to a foreign
customer who asked not to put any chili at all, and the dish served is still terribly spicy; the only
remedy is to mix in some yoghurt and drink lots of water)
“groundnuts” – peanuts
“bath” – shower
“bookstall” – newsagent’s
“inquiry” – information booth
“colony” – neighbourhood
“current” – electricity, power (by the way, British-system 3-pin plugs are still used everywhere in India
along with 2-pin plugs)
“district” – county
“hairfall” – hair loss
“invigilator” – proctor
“goggles” – sunglasses
“pulis” (pronunciation of “police”)
“PIN code” – postal code, ZIP code
“to get down” (from a bus) – to get off
“take a snap” – take a picture
“cotton” – thread
“saikel” (pronunciation of “cycle”)
“to bunk school” – to skip classes
“dismissed” (from job) – fired, sacked
“picture” – film/movie
And these are especially famous as “Indian English”:
“to prepone” – to move to an earlier date or time, the opposite of “postpone”, e.g. “The meeting has
been preponed due to a change in the schedule.”
“kindly adjust” – when asking other people to squeeze up and make some room to sit (the fifth person
is trying to sit on a vehicle bench for two; this is Indian reality, dear friends in Europe!)
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“to revert” – to reply, e.g., “Please revert with the required documentation.”
“to felicitate” – to publicly recognise
“press person” – a newspaper journalist, a reporter, a member of the press
“to airdash” – to make a quick journey by air, especially in response to an emergency
“freeship” – a studentship or scholarship
“matrimonial” – advertisements in a newspaper for the purpose of finding a marriageable partner
“wheatish complexion” – neither white nor black complexion
“motor spirits” – sometimes used for “petrol”
“interaction” – discussion
“left-side duty” – afternoon nap, siesta (and don’t forget that India follows the British system of driving on the left)
“updation” – updating or revision
“do the needful” – do what is required
“upgradation” – improvement, enhancement, upgrading, e.g., “knowledge upgradation”
“doubt” is sometimes used for “question” (“If you have any doubts, please ask!”)
“history-sheeter” – a criminal with a long record of crimes
“fooding and lodging” – providing with food and a place to stay (obviously, there is no “fooding” in
standard English, but it’s widely accepted in Indian English)
“hill station” – a town in the low mountains of the Indian subcontinent, popular as a holiday resort
during the hot season.
“gymkhana” – a gymnasium; more generally, gymkhana refers to a social and sporting club. (In standard English it means a day event comprising races and other competitions between horse riders or
car drivers.)
“English-knowing” – of a person or group of people that uses or speaks English.
In receipts or invoices the word “only” is written at the end of a sum: “Two Hundred and Fifty Rupees
Only.” I’m not sure if this was the standard in British India, but for some reason it’s very common in
Indian English today. It might mean that the sum is not too big to pay, or it might prevent a trickster
to add some more number words, as if the word “rupees” at the end shouldn’t be enough.
The phrase “do the needful” originated in India, meaning “do what needs to be done”, and was once
heard frequently in the UK as well. After the Victorian period, its usage in the UK withered away, but
with the increasing popularity of trips to India it can be now and then heard again even in the English-speaking countries, though according to native speakers this phrase sounds odd. After my “Indian
experience”, I noticed that I used it in my English and thought it was fine, but later reconsidered.
Some popular words like “karma”, “yoga”, “curry”, “nirvana”, “mantra”, “pundit”, “cowrie”, “avatar”, “guru”,
“jungle”, “samsara” come directly from Sanskrit without any change and are widely known as “Indian”.
But many words in English which originate from Sanskrit or Indian vernaculars (first of all, Hindi and
Bengali) might not look so obviously “Indian”, and here are some examples. “Pajamas” – from Hindi
“pa” (leg) + “jama” (clothes); “bungalow” – from “Bangla” (Bengali); ginger – from Pali “singivera”;
“dinghy” – from Hindi “dingi” (a rowboat); “punch” (a kind of mixture drink) – from Sanskrit/Hindi/
Bengali “pancha” (five); “cot” – from Hindi “khat” (a light bedstead); shampoo – from Hindi “champo”
(“to press” in imperative form); “to loot” – from Hindi “lut” and Sanskrit “lunth-“ (to rob); “bandana”
– from Hindi/Sanskrit “bandh” (to tie); “doolally” (meaning “deranged”, “eccentric” or “commotion”,
“confusion”) – from the British army slang “Deolali tap” (a town near Bombay + Hindi “tap”, fever),
apparently it referred to the mental state of British soldiers eagerly waiting for ships to go back to
Britain after finishing their arduous service in India; “bangle” - from Hindi “bangle” (bracelet); “dungarees” (a type of garment made of denim or heavy cotton) – from Dongri, an area in Bombay;
“catamaran” – from Tamil “kattumaran” (tied wood); “jodhpur” (pronounced as “jodper/jodfer” and
meaning trousers flared at the thigh and narrowed at the knee, used in English horse-riding) – from
“Jodhpur”, a town in northwest India; “cash” - from Tamil “kasu” (a coin), thence Portuguese “Caixa”
(which is arguable, as there were also Old French “case” and Italian “cassa” – box, from Latin “capsa”,
but interesting anyway).
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For some numbers, Indian English uses its own words, and they are special in the traditional understanding, being of ancient Sanskrit origin: 100,000 is “one lakh”, 10 million is “one crore”. Thus, for an
Indian, one million is usually “ten lakh” (10 × 100,000).
From different people in India, I heard the funny phrase “suited-and-booted”, denoting a person dressed
in formal clothes. As Cambridge dictionary labels this phrase as “UK informal”, it should be normal
English, but in India the phrase has acquired a new meaning: a person who belongs to or pretends
to belong to the upper class opposed to the majority of people who have no suits or boots at all.
“Tiffin” is vital for both the “suited-and-booted” and simple Indian peasants
The Anglo-Indian word “tiffin” needs some attention. “Tiffin” refers to a light meal at about 1–2 pm,
especially lunch at work. A “tiffin” is also a packed lunch for those working in offices or going to
school. The round 2–4-tier stainless steel lunchbox it often comes in is also called a tiffin (or dabba),
and it’s a handy container or carrier. There is a special subcaste – “tiffinwala” or “dabbawalla” – people
who daily deliver tiffins from housewives to their husbands working in offices, especially in Bombay.
Why Indian clerks and businessmen of Bombay cannot have lunch at a nearby café but need to have
their tiffins from home by the time of their lunch break, this is one of Indian mysteries. It is a sort of
ritual signifying wives’ daily care of their spouses being at work. Originally, the word “tiffin” was used
to denote the British custom of the second breakfast (“elevenses”) or afternoon tea that had been
supplanted by the Indian practice of having a light meal at that hour. It was derived from “tiffing”, an
English colloquial term meaning “to have a little drink”. It might also have been derived from “sipping”.
When you come to an office or a bank and want to see a clerk, you may hear, “Sorry, 15-minute tiffin

“Tiffin and meals” signboard

Tiffin lunchbox

break.” Indian officials, clerks or “white-collars” look very neat, serious and important. In India, being
“on duty” means you have to look very important. Even ticket conductors on trains look like generals
on a battlefield – they wear black uniform jackets with TTE badges of silver colour, white shirts and
black ties. TTE means “Travelling Ticket Examiner”, and this is not something trivial. People respect
TTE officers and are not supposed to argue with them in any way. Trouble awaits any person “with
no proper ticket” – a big fine or prison (and you can’t buy your ticket on the train). Ticket conductors
are truly kings or pharaohs on Indian trains. But even they will never miss their simple “tiffin breaks”,
having their refreshments right from their stainless-steel containers, which are very similar to those used
also by low-caste construction workers or peasants working in fields under the scorching Indian sun.
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“Typhoon”, “toofan” and “too funny” train

Indian railway locomotive

The origin of the English word “typhoon” is debatable. Some say it came from Persian via Indian
languages, and some sources consider the word as having Semitic origins. The Greek word “tuphon”
(whirlwind) might have influenced the form of the word in English. It is also found in Cantonese
Chinese as “tai fung” (big wind). In India, typhoon is “toofan”. There’s something curious about this
word. A train with the name “Toofan Express” goes regularly from Calcutta to Ganganagar (in Rajasthan state) via Kanpur and Delhi, a very popular route. But as soon as you get on this “express” train,
you are basically trapped – it moves rather unhurriedly, with very long unexplainable stops (up to
five or more hours) in the middle of nowhere, so it can arrive at its final destination even one day
later than scheduled. “Toofan Express” is one of the worst trains in India, in spite of its name – it’s
supposed to be like a typhoon, but it’s too slow and “too funny”, as I used to call it. After a couple
of bad experiences with this doomed train I swore to avoid it by any means, even if there were no
tickets for other trains.

Warning sign at a train station

Macaronic speech: “Hindlish” and “Benglish”
Owing to the sociolinguistic phenomenon of diglossia in India, we can sometimes hear the terms like
“Hindlish”, “Benglish” or “Tenglish” (hybrid types of English in the areas where Hindi, Bengali, Telugu,
etc. are spoken). The “macaronic” style of speaking is very characteristic of modern Indian urban
youth – constantly switching from one language to the other and using a lot of English words and
phrases amidst one’s own language and vice versa. Using English words instead of words of the local
language is very common, and educated Indians of all ages do it all the time. Not only English words
but even some English grammar patterns are blended in Hindi, Bengali or other Indian languages:
“She was bhunna-ing masala-s jab phone ki ghante baji” (“She was frying the spices when the phone
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rang”). Thus, you get “Hindlish” (a Hindi + English mixture). Quite often, a verb in “Benglish” (Bengali + English) is formed as a type of complex predicate, which consists of an English verb and the
Bengali verb “kora” (“to do/get”), e.g., “accident kora” meaning “to have an accident”, “in kora” – “to
get/come/put in”, “confuse kora” (pronounced “kanfyuj kora”) – “to confuse”. Nowadays, it’s fashionable to write Bengali or Hindi in English letters on the internet with many English words mixed in.
Indian English and hybrid types like “Hindlish” and “Benglish” tend to overuse the continuous tense
and omit the articles “a” and “the”. In hybrid types of speech or writing, it can be difficult to see if
the core sentence is in an Indian language or English, or the proportion is roughly equal. In many
cases, such hybrid types of language don’t help people communicate comprehensibly with speakers
of standardised and globally accepted English, but rather bring more confusion (“confuse kora”).
Someone new in the pantheon: “The goddess of English” as a saviour of outcasts

“The goddess of English” temple, Bankagaon village,
Uttar Pradesh state
“The goddess
of English”

As most Indians are steeped in religion and tend to paint everything in “holy” colours, you may
even hear of the newest inventions like “the goddess of English”, and this is not a joke. Though
she’s not yet a very popular deity in India, but who knows? Presumably, Thomas Macaulay should
then be viewed by the followers of “the goddess of English” as her messiah! In April 2010, a small
temple was consecrated to “the English language goddess” in the village of Bankagaon in the state
of Uttar Pradesh. Deified as a goddess, “Angrezi Devi” stands two feet tall in bronze, modelled after
the Statue of Liberty. She holds a pen in her right hand, which shows she proclaims literacy for all
without discrimination. “Angrezi Devi” is dressed well and sports a huge fancy hat. In her left hand
she holds the Constitution of India, which guarantees equal rights to all citizens. She stands on top of
a computer, which means that “Indians need to use modern technologies and the English language
to go up the social ladder and become free forever.” Half of the population (about 14,000 people)
in this large village Bankagaon are “Dalit”, the lowest outcaste community in India, characterised
as “untouchable”. Dalits were not part of the four-fold caste system of Hinduism and were seen as
untouchables meant for only “unclean” types of work. The trend continues even today, and that is
in the biggest democracy of the world. In the past, many Dalits even had to convert to Buddhism
(which denied castes) just to avoid the oppression of the Hindu caste system. In this century, Dalit
writer, teacher and activist Chandra Bhan Prasad, a resident of Bankagaon village, who got the idea
of establishing this temple of “the goddess of English”, says that Dalit children will not grow up to
be drain cleaners or menial servants to landlords but will become “employers and benefactors”. The
temple stone was laid on the premises of the Nalanda Public School, a modest private initiative in
the village, and Chandra Bhan, who is an atheist, played the role of the chief priest at the opening
ceremony, chanting the mantra “A-B-C-D...” In education and, particularly, in learning English these
“outcaste” people see a chance for their children to escape from the stigma of being “untouchables”.
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This deity has been called the “Dalit Goddess English” (DGE). And yes, Macaulay is highly esteemed
by Chandra Bhan and his students, not without a reason. “Mother English has come in such a dismal
time of ours. Come Mother English, this is your hour! It is all for the good of the poor. Knowledge
is a poor man’s refuge and shade, it’s akin to comfort mother-made!” (from “Mother English”, 1854,
by Savitribai Phule, an educator at a school for Dalit children in the 19th century).
Have some “timepass” with Indian English
When an Indian street food-seller or hawker offers you to buy something, or an Indian friend speaks
about a particular food and recommends you to try it, you would hear: “Hea-a-avy taste!”, meaning
an excellent taste. This phrase is accompanied by a meaningful facial expression, and surely there
would be also that special Indian tilt of the head to the side. The Indian head shake or “head bobble”
can be used to communicate a diverse range of thoughts, feelings and intentions. In most cases it
means approving or acknowledging. In the western world this head shake might be understood in
a completely wrong way. For instance: does your neck hurt and you are doing some exercise for it?
Overpopulation is a big problem in India, especially in West Bengal (one of the most congested
states). Working people travel from their towns and villages to big cities like Calcutta, Delhi or Bombay 3-4 hours on crowded local trains, and at rush hours you can see many people hanging outside
the train doors (which are never closed); young men even climb onto roofs of trains or buses and
sit there despite the obvious risks. At the same time, there are warnings above the train doors inside
the train cars: “Do not stick any part of your person out of the train door.” (Literally, of your “person”,
not “body”!)
Once in Calcutta, I was travelling by bus, watching crowded pavements and a variety of shops, when
amidst the chaos of signs and things I spotted a storefront board boldly saying in English: “Someone
(e.g., Choudhury) and Sons. Buy your glue only here. You may buy glue elsewhere, but only at your
own risk!” That masterpiece made my day.
In the areas of train stations in “smaller” Indian towns you may find such inscriptions on the walls:
“Do not commit nuisance.” Obviously, such a notice at public places may have various meanings in
India not immediately clear to a foreigner. Or you can be suddenly charmed by a candid maxim like
this: “It’s nice to be important, but it’s more important to be nice.” Indians love writing on walls and
reminding one another about these simple truths!
It’s very common to hear: “Sorry, don’t mind.” (And then goes a statement which, according to the
speaker, may differ from your opinion.) And those famous Indian “I’ll tell you what” and “You do
this”, when someone is about to give you some advice, an instruction or direction. When tourists ask
a local person for directions, he/she might answer: “You people do this. Go to the bus station...”, etc.
When asked, “Where are you from?” an Indian usually says: “I belong to Madras (Delhi, Calcutta)”.
There’s a funny story about an Indian man who came into a café to eat and, after having some
refreshments, he attempted to point out some unfortunate mistakes on the signboard and voiced his
complaints to the owner of the place. The man didn’t take it light-heartedly and asked the fastidious
customer to leave: “Get out immediately! If you correct my English, I will correct your face!” This
funny locution somehow became popular in India and is used to jokingly speak about the people
who are most sure that their English is impeccable and needs no improvement.
When Indians ask you “What is your good name?”, it sounds quite odd in English, but it has a solid
explanation. In Indian languages they do say “good name” when asking someone’s name politely, it’s
just a custom (e.g., “Aap ka shubh naam kya he?” (Hindi), “Aapnar bhalo nam ki?” (Bengali), where
“bhalo” or “shubh” means good/auspicious and “nam” means name). Naturally, an average Indian
thinks this would be the right way to say it also in English; so this literal translation has become
normal in Indian English.
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The famous stand-up comedian Russell Peters is impersonating this in one of his shows. His parents
were Catholic Anglo-Indians from Calcutta, West Bengal. They had the western surname Peters and
spoke Bengali and Indian English. The family moved to Canada when Russell was only four years
old, and in his school the boy was often bullied for his ethnicity and skin colour. English became his
mother tongue and, needless to say, Russell speaks it without any Indian accent, though can perfectly
imitate it. His jokes about Indians and their accent always crack up his audiences. Here is one of
those. An Indian working in customer service is asking a foreigner over the phone: “What is your good
name?” – “Sorry, what? What name?!” – “YouR GOOD name. YouR GOOD name.” – “Sorry, I cannot
understand. What?” – “Saar (Sir), I just wanted to ask what youR faaRst name is.” – “What?! Forest
name?!” – “Yes, youR faaRst name.” – “I have no “forest name”, sorry.” – “But, saar, it is not possible.
Every paaRson has his faaRst name. This is the name which you use on a daily basis.” – “Oh, I see
now what you mean! My first name, OK.” So, when you need to call to a customer service in India,
just be alert and ready to question the words you hear.
Trevor Noah, another stand-up comedian who is very famous at present, has an excellent comedy
“How the British Took Over India”. The scene takes place in the countryside in the midst of fields. An
Indian peasant is talking to one of British army officers riding horseback, who have just arrived to
conquer India: “So, you are from Great Britain? I see. But why are you saying “Great”? Who decided
so? Let other people decide if you are great or not. Welcome to Great India.” Then Trevor is commenting: “Well, I can understand colonisation. I don’t condone, I just understand. But colonisation is
something strange because you don’t just take over the land and resources, you then force people
to become... to become YOU. That is such a strange concept if you think where the British did it. In
India! Those two cultures couldn’t be more diametrically opposed! And out of nowhere the British
just decided to come to India! Imagine what Indians must have felt like on that day.” This 5-minute
comedy is really worth watching.
And this one is from a British TV comedy. An Indian expat in the UK wants to attend a language
course: “I want to be unrolled in your course in compliance with your silly bus!” – “Oh, you mean
“to enrol”? You mean “syllabus”? Yes, it’s possible. Please fill in this form.”
A bit naughty story told by an Indian student. “We had a Physics teacher in our college who pronounced “waves” as “babes”. On the first day of our Physics class the professor went: “Have you seen
babes on the beach?” We were startled at such a beginning of the Physics course. We thought this
man was a cool prof who tried to be “on the same page” with us young guys. Then we understood
that it wasn’t the case, and the problem was with his pronunciation. So, every time he spoke about
waves it would crack the whole class up and we could hardly withhold our laughter. But he couldn’t
get what was wrong and kept explaining the subject. “Can anyone draw the diagram of babes?” “Here
you can see how babes go up and down, please be attentive.” “A babe is travelling in this direction...
with such-and-such amplitude... and babelength.” “Now write the babe equation.” “The topic of babes
is very important in Physics, that’s why you should never forget it!” That professor was our favourite because we used to have so much fun in his classes. I also recall how he pronounced the word
“quantum”, but let’s avoid discussing this for the sake of decency. Not less amusing was our Chemistry
teacher’s explanation of what laboratory is: “Lebeteri [sounded like “lavatory”] is the place where we
do our practical work.” Those of us students who’ve got at least some English skills really get tickled
by hearing such dramatic mispronunciations.”
Foreigners can really be challenged to understand Indians speaking English, as you may hear “physics”
pronounced as “feejacks” or “fijiks”, “risk” as “riks”, “disc” as “diks”, “biscuit” as “biskoot” or “biskUit”,
“xerox” as “jiraks”, “poem” as “poyam”, “aptitude” as “aptichood”, “magnitude” as “megnichood”, “positive”
as “pojitib”, “wave” as “babe”, “important” as “impaartant”, “college” as “kaalij”, “phone” as “fon” and
“we” as “ui”. Inability to pronounce certain consonant clusters, especially word-initial, is often solved
by adding an extra vowel before a consonant cluster, e.g., “isteishn”, the same is with “school” which
can be often heard as “iskool”. Sometimes you may even hear “station” as “teishn” (omitting “s”).
Indians with lower exposure to English often tend to pronounce words phonetically as they see their
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spelling. As I often noticed in India, English spelling of Indian names, surnames and toponyms by local
people looked pretty unusual. For example, people in Eastern India write the Bengali letter “v” as the
English letter “b”, whereas their letter “bh” is spelt, according to them, as English “v”. For some reason,
people in Bengal cannot pronounce “v” as “v”, since they tend to think this is “bh” (which is one of
the letters in their language – they use “b” for their “v” which is pronounced as “b” and they use
“v” for their “bh”). Hence, “victory” can be pronounced as “bhiktori”, “vote” as “bhot”, the name “Vir/
Veer” (“a mighty hero”) is often spelled as “Bir/Beer”, the name “Bhanu” (meaning “the sun”, “sunrise”
or “right judgement”) is spelled by Bengalis as “Vanu”, which is definitely wrong, but it happens just
because of the confusion of the sounds of the two different languages. It’s not a surprise, if you have
several types of “b”, “d”, “t” and “n” in your language! There is probably no system of misspelling and
mispronunciation at all, and “platform” will sound like “fletfam” or “plaatfam” while “consuming” will
become a frightening “kanjoomin” or “kenzoomin” when you hear it. “Z” is more often than not is
pronounced as “j”: “zoo” – “joo”, “zoom” – “joom”, “zero” – “jiru”.
My personal experiences
Soon after arriving in India, I learned how to understand the Indian accent of English, and at the same
time I noticed that native speakers of English visiting India generally had difficulties with that. Indian
English sounded too different to them. Though one can easily survive just with English in India, still
a foreigner who knows one or two main Indian languages, at least to some extent, is treated much
better by local people and gets to know the subtleties of communication, lifestyle and customs. In
other words, you know how to get off on the right foot with locals and blend right in. But even if
you try to communicate in local languages, the fact is that Indians really like to speak English with
foreigners, perhaps just to show that they know English well.
Locals are always excited to talk to foreigners, and the further away from big cities you travel, the
more interest is shown. The attitude is commonly hospitable and respectful, but often with some distance – due to their religious rules which restrict certain things like eating together with foreigners
or eating anything cooked by foreigners; this is especially strict for the brahmin caste people who
rigidly follow the Hindu tradition.
One can recognise true brahmins (priests and scholars, the upper class of Indian society) not only
by their gentle behaviour, but also by their lofty way of speaking. And well, they usually speak English fluently (Indian English, of course). The speaking patterns of educated elderly people are quite
old-fashioned or literary, both in cities and rural areas. I always admired to hear that charming old
type of English from them.
On the other hand, it’s possible to hear some rough or detestable language from groups of youngsters
on the streets or transport. Naughty and somewhat cocky teenagers occasionally attempt to mock
foreigners passing by, but they won’t do any harm. Still, it’s advised to stay away from such groups
and not to walk around alone, especially late at night. And it’s better not to travel alone around India,
unless you are reckless, offbeat and gutsy like I was in those years, when I didn’t have any fear to go
to unknown places and explore things and people in every nook and corner of Indian society. How
cautious and safety-minded I’ve become over time, in comparison!
Travel broadens the mind, and it really gave me a lot. In those years in India, I worked as an interpreter and a tour guide, took part in charity projects, for example in flood relief programs when
people in remote villages became isolated from the sources of food, drinking water and medical care.
Almost every year after the monsoon season in early autumn the areas along the Ganges get severely
flooded. Charities and state relief agencies send volunteers on boats to the flooded areas with hot food
(usually “khichuri” or “hodgepodge”, i.e. rice with lentils and vegetables all cooked together as one
simple and nutritious dish), drinking water and medicines. I remember those needy people in flooded
villages of West Bengal who were standing on some raised platforms, their temporary shelters made
of bamboo sticks, and eagerly waiting for boats carrying basic things for their survival. I was quite
young those years and volunteering for charities in India was a valuable experience for me in terms
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of learning selfless activity for the well-being of others, apart from the adventurous side of living in
such an exotic and remote country beyond the Himalayas. At times, I also had opportunities to teach
kids English in local primary schools, and that was fun.
Indian kids are traditionally very respectful to teachers and seniors. They all remember to address their
teachers with “Sir”, “Madam/Ma’am” or “Miss”, not to make noise during lessons and study diligently.
So, they look like little angels with ideal behaviour, and this is obviously influenced by the Indian old
tradition of respecting teachers and the process of learning. Every year in spring all schools celebrate
Sarasvati-puja to honour Sarasvati, the goddess of knowledge, and it’s not just a formality for participants. Any activity in India is usually related to a god or a goddess, and success depends on their
blessings. Most students understand very well: if they adore gods, if they study and abide by rules,
they can get prosperity in life. Most pupils keep good behaviour even through the turbulent teenage
years. Students in the western world are very much different in this regard.
In spite of poverty and various problems like regular electricity blackouts, long periods of heat in
summer and the often disastrous rainy season with subsequent floods, the level of general literacy in
India is quite high. As far as I could see, most pupils in Indian schools were motivated and tried to
be earnest in their studies. They had to do a large amount of homework for different subjects, and
during blackouts in the evenings at home they had to read and write with the light of kerosene lamps
or torches, sometimes sitting on straw mats on the floor. English words like “load-shedding” are used
even by those who have no idea of English, as in towns and villages the electricity goes off almost
every evening, and households can remain in darkness up to several hours, so people have to use
kerosene lamps, battery led lights or candles.
It would be interesting for English teachers to see a few examples of Indian English from school compositions. The Indian language mentality may seem somewhat infantile or “captain obvious” type, but
it also reflects deep ideas intrinsic to Indian philosophies. Hence, Indian English patterns often have
connotations of some “ideal” or “proper” behaviour, which might be viewed as moralizing, though
that’s just the Indian style of presenting things. Here is an excerpt from a school composition “The
evils of idleness”:
“Idleness in the sense of rest of work is not an evil. Rather, it is necessary, for all work and no rest
makes a man dull. Idleness in the sense of aversion to work is a positive evil. This type of idleness
is prejudicial to happiness. A student who idles away his time fails to do well in the examination. In
after life he cannot work steadily because of his idle habits. So the result is misery. Idleness ruins one’s
health. Work gives a man enough of physical exercise and keeps his body fit. A man who remains
idle all the time has not had this health-giving exercise. His health breaks down. He falls a prey to
different diseases. So the mind of an idle man gets out of order. He becomes morose and irritable.
His joy is gone. Idleness is the root of many evils that beset human society. It is generally seen that
evil thoughts crowd the mind of a man when he has nothing to do. The hooligans of society come
generally from idlers. Thus, idleness is both a personal and social evil. We should guard against it if
we want to get a fair proportion of happiness.”
Another excerpt is from a school composition “The
place of English in India”:
“English occupies and will occupy an important
place in India. India is a multi-lingual country. It
needs a link-language for communication among
the inhabitants of different states. Hindi was to
replace English as the national language fifteen
years after the commencement of the Constitution.
More than forty-five years passed, but Hindi has
failed to establish itself as a link-language. Moreover, the southern and eastern states of India are

Indian school lesson, photo: freepik.com
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not ready to accept Hindi as the national language in India for many years to come. English has
an undisputed place in the higher education of India. The books essential for medical and technical
education are all in English. Even the textbooks meant for the post-graduate education in Arts and
Science are in English. There have been few translations of these books into some regional languages,
but they are far from satisfactory. So a student who wants to go in for higher education has no other
alternative but to learn English. It is the richest language in the world. It is the language which gives
one an access to all the important books and articles published in the world. So one who wants to
master a subject must have thorough knowledge in English.” (M. Sinha, A Golden Course of English
Grammar and Composition. Calcutta: Shreedhar Prakashani Publishers.)
“Kindly adjust!” – the gravity shift on our planet
“We are like this only” is another famous Indianism
meaning “we are like this and nothing can change
it.” Considering the fact that India keeps gaining
more influence and power in the world, it won’t
be a surprise if people on the Tube in London or
local trains in England one day start saying, “Kindly
adjust!” when they want to have a seat. This can be
also viewed historically in terms of the “gravity shift”
being observed in our times. Economies, institutions,
politics and demographics on the planet inevitably
paint a thoughtful and surprising picture of emerging
superpowers with very ancient cultures. The 21st
century has been fairly called the “Asian century”,
and there’s no turning back. So, “Kindly adjust!”
could become the phrase that vividly describes this
breath-taking rearrangement on our planet.

Indian school boy using a computer, photo: freepik.com
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OPEN! INTERVIEW WITH REGIONAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE OFFICER
JENNIFER UHLER

You work for the US Embassy as the Regional English Language Officer (RELO) for Belarus, Estonia, Greenland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland and Russia. What are the main tasks of a
RELO? What is your typical workday like?
Thanks for this question, Ilmar. One of the delights of my job is that
there is not a typical day or a typical week. The variety of activities
and audiences is one that I find invigorating and motivating. The
mission of the Regional English Language Office (RELO) as one of
25 such offices worldwide is to provide support and connection
for English teachers as part of our educational diplomacy efforts
from U.S. embassies and consulates. It is a very unique niche that
brings together international relations and diplomacy with English
language teaching. Two areas for which I have a lot of passion!
On any given day, I will probably spend time doing the mundane
but necessary language program administrator tasks of budgeting,
strategic planning, and communicating with our many partners. I also connect with educators and
educational institutions to talk about current trends in English teaching, to identify needs for resources
or technical assistance, and to find ways for genuine connection between U.S. teaching professionals
and teaching professionals from this region.
My position also has involved up to 60–70% of travel for meetings, conferences, and on-going programs. There is nothing like connecting with teachers and understanding the rich contexts in which
learning takes place! These connections help us reflect on the changing nature of our collaborations
and create meaningful programs for English language teaching. The fluid nature of this work keeps
me fresh, in-touch, and creative in my daily routine.
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How do you keep contact with so many countries?
Does the covid-19 virus make your work more difficult?
There are so many great tools – ones that we used
before the pandemic and which teachers and administrators have been incorporating into their practices for
some time. Shared documents, video calls, group chats,
social media, and even email were standard ways of
operating before the pandemic. If anything, I feel like
we are more effective users of these technologies. More
partners and teachers not only know about these tools
but know how to use them well. If anything, I think we
are closer in contact on a daily basis because there are so
many tools for creating connection and communicating.

Jennifer Uhler presenting a welcome speech
at Narva conference

Many of our existing programs and resources were still printed on paper and delivered in face-to-face
formats before the pandemic. This period has seen an acceleration of adapting those tools. Now, we
have virtual English Language Fellows and Specialists and a host of new online YouTube videos and
resources on AmericanEnglish.State.Gov. Honestly, these mechanisms reach more teachers – and often
more effectively – in the places where they work and live.
Online resources and virtual exchanges do not replace face-to-face interactions, but they can be powerful because they allow participation from a wider geography of teachers who do not have to sit
on a bus or train for six hours to reach a workshop and also give us the chance to recruit top-notch
specialists for longer-term projects that are spread out over several months instead of densely packed
into a ten-day visit to a country. I see the opportunity of going forward for blending the strengths
of both virtual and face-to-face components. Because of rapid experimentation during the pandemic,
we will have a better toolbox for supporting teachers and English language teaching.
Is there any particular reason why Estonia was chosen out of the many countries as the location
for your office?
You know that I am very biased in answering this question! I lived and worked in Estonia as an
English Language Fellow based at the University of Tartu from 2006–2008 and returned to work at
the university again from 2010–2011. In that capacity, I worked with the international office at UT
to support English as a Medium of Instruction with faculty and staff. During that time, I also fell in
love with Estonia. When the office was relocated here in 2018 from Moscow, I never imagined that
I would be sitting in Tallinn in 2021. I believe that Estonia was chosen because it is such a good
spot from which to reach the region and such a warm (and successful) environment for teaching and
learning English.
Before coming to Estonia, you worked as a RELO in Brazil. What do you think were your main
achievements there?
That’s right! I worked in the same capacity with the U.S. Embassy and Consulates in Brazil from 2018–
2021. It is hard to encapsulate those three years in a single achievement, especially as we encountered
the pandemic in 2020 with our programs and public education at large adversely affected by the
public health crisis. We were working on a range of English language teaching projects ranging from
English as a Medium of Instruction and establishing writing centers in higher education to starting an
English program for early-career professionals from Black and Indigenous communities to supporting
understanding of Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) and teacher self-care.
On a personal and professional level, I learned a lot from working with Brazilians. Their partnerships
encouraged me, making me a more optimistic and flexible professional. Some of our projects were
experimental – starting an English Olympics on WhatsApp and creating a podcast for Brazilian Por32

tuguese speakers – and taking those risks with supportive collaborators was really productive. It has made me
much more excited about “wild, new ideas” and willing
to consider the unconventional as a real possibility in
teaching and learning. It was so much fun to experiment
and learn together.
How do you think your work in the new region will
differ from the work in Brazil?
It is actually hard to find an umbrella term for this region,
which includes Nordic, Arctic, and Central European
Making a presentation at EATE Summer Seminar
countries in addition to Russia. I cannot yet imagine how
in Pärnu
many differences there will be within the region, but I
am also certain that the RELO work in these countries
will have much in common in their passion and dedication to teaching and learning English. In all
my diplomatic tours – in Indonesia and East Timor, in Brazil, and in the five Central Asian countries –
there are common threads in teaching. English teachers here in Estonia surely have much in common
with teachers from all these other places; they care about student learning and are life-long learners
themselves, striving to make the classroom a place that stimulates students to speak and learn English
beyond the schoolyard. Ultimately, all teachers know the power of learning a language and how that
learning breaks down barriers and opens a world of exploration to students. This passion unites us
and motivates language teachers everywhere.
You have worked in Estonia before (at the University of Tartu). How did you feel when coming
back here? Do you notice any changes compared to your previous stay?
Honestly, I am still in my honeymoon stage of being
back in Estonia. Everything is so beautiful – the streets
of Tallinn are quaint places to explore and the leafy
paths of Tartu beckon me for a long, thoughtful walk.
It feels good to be back “home” and to be welcomed
in these communities as an old friend. There are new
facilities and new technologies, but it has always
been the people that connect me to Estonia. At the
EATE summer in Pärnu and the October event in
Narva, I feel delighted to be among colleagues and
friends. Although the conversation about teaching
and learning might have changed in the last ten
years, there is still a rich environment in which we
can explore and discuss effective practices for teaching and learning.

Tiiu Vitsut, Jennifer Uhler and RELO Assistant
Kristiina Maajärv

What would be your message to the English teachers of Estonia?
First of all, I would say congratulations to every English teacher in Estonia. You are doing great work
in supporting this generation in their learning. There is so much evidence of your success – in the
young people who feel comfortable and competent to communicate in English. I meet them everywhere and am continually astonished by their (and your) successes.
Secondly, I would encourage Estonian teachers to continue to support their own professional development in community. The classroom can be a lonely place. Learning and connecting are two ways
to keep our practices fresh and create more opportunities for our students, our schools, and our communities. Take advantage of free online programs through the Online Professional English Network
(www.openenglishprograms.org). There are one-hour seminars as well as longer Massive Open Online
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Courses (MOOCs). These are for you, and they are free! The courses can be enjoyed alone but are
even better with a group of friends. Consider forming a MOOC Camp, or a group of professionals that
take the course simultaneously with moments to meet (in person or virtually) to discuss and connect
the content to real classrooms. It is a great way to stay positive and keep refreshed about teaching.
Finally, I would like to say how much I look forward to meeting you! I hope we will have many
chances to talk about teaching and learn from each other.
Would you like to know more about the Regional English Language Office and how you can connect
to our programs and network? Write to us at relotallinn@state.gov for more information.
Jennifer Uhler was interviewed by Ilmar Anvelt

NEW ELF IN NARVA

Jacqueline Hadel, English Language Teaching Fellow at
Narva College of the University of Tartu answers the questions of OPEN!
You are a teacher with great international experience.
In which countries have you worked before?
I’ve worked in Colombia, Venezuela, Canada, Moldova,
Ukraine, Pakistan, Romania, Germany, Belgium, Japan,
Vietnam, and probably a few I can’t remember.
What are your first impressions of Narva? How does
it feel living at a place where Russia is just across the
river?

Jacqueline upon her arrival to Narva College
in September 2021

I love Narva. It’s quiet. Safe. It has everything I need. The
people warm up if I laugh and joke with them enough. I
can try both my Estonian and my Russian here, and no
one acts like there’s a preference for which language I
use. Narva itself is walkable. It has some nice restaurants
and cafés. There’s a great train system for hopping on at
the weekends and venturing out to surrounding towns
for exploration.

I don’t think anything of it being across the river from
Russia. I’m sure I don’t understand the political implications, if there are any. It’s a romantic idea for
me. To think that St. Petersburg is so close, yet, I can’t travel there for pandemic reasons (and possibly
political ones I don’t have any understanding about). St. Petersburg is a dream for me, so hopefully
I can make it happen before my tenure is up.
How do you assess the English skills of your students? How do they compare to students in
other countries where you have taught?
My assessments are generally summative. I evaluate their progress on in-class work, i.e. participation,
abilities in the four skills and the language systems, as well, as overall attitude and their willingness
to flounder in ambiguity, to make lots of mistakes, and to ultimately, trust the process. My motto for
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my students is: “Make new mistakes.” This is the only way they really learn.
It’s difficult to compare with other countries. I see language learners more as individual entities and try
to see them for who they are and what they are trying to accomplish for themselves as individuals in
any given region in the world; hopefully I am providing and crafting the tools they need to flourish.

Water tower residential building in the heart of Narva

Jacqueline with Kresti Kaljulaid, the former president
of Estonia, on October 4, 2021

The bean bag bleacher lounge at Narva College

The iconic Narva Town Hall

The Narva College English Club
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Discussing Trends and Issues in CLIL and
ELT at the 8th International CLIL/ELT Conference in Narva
Nina Raud, PhD;
Olga Orehhova, MA

Narva College of the University of Tartu

With the first international English language teaching (ELT)
conference hosted back in 2006 by Narva College of the University of Tartu, its organizers could not even imagine that their
initiative aimed at the local community of English as a foreign
language teachers would grow into a well-known traditional
biannual event – a meeting place for local and international
ELT and CLIL (content and language integrated learning) specialists, practitioners, researchers, and policy makers. Originally
envisioned as an ELT conference, it has, with time, acquired a
wider focus by covering also such topics as multilingual and
multicultural education, and content and language integrated
learning. The longevity of the conference tradition is the result
of long-lasting fruitful co-operation with the US Embassy in
Tallinn and the British Council in Estonia.
What makes this year’s conference different from the previous ones is its hybrid format, i.e., for the first
time, the speakers and the audience could participate in the event either physically or virtually. This
year’s conference, held on October 28–29, united speakers and participants from the United States,
Great Britain, Germany, Spain, Russia, Ukraine, and Estonia. The conference programme offered two
intensive days of insightful conference talks by prominent Estonian and international speakers touching
upon trends and issues in CLIL and ELT. The welcome speeches given by the British Ambassador Mr
Ross Allen, Regional English Language Officer Ms Jennifer Uhler, and Narva College Director Dr Marek
Sammul invited the participants to make the most of the two conference days by active participation,
networking, and exchange of ideas.
The opening talk (“Language Education in the Pandemic: Lessons Learnt, Challenges and Opportunities”) by Pille Põiklik, Estonian Ministry of Education and Research, addressed the issues experienced
by language educators while teaching online, and future opportunities as discovered by the European
Centre for Modern Languages in a survey conducted among 1,735 professionals from 40 countries.
Teachers believe that face-to-face teaching is irreplaceable; however, as hybrid forms of learning are
here to stay, there is a need to rethink language education by focusing on learner-centeredness, learner
autonomy, use of technologies in language
learning, effective language education strategies, and teachers’ professional development.
Philip Ball, a renowned international CLIL
expert, author, and educator, presenting at
Narva College’s CLIL/ELT conferences for the
third time, in his talk “CLIL and Competences:
A Happy Marriage”, invited the audience to discuss the notion of competence-driven language
education. As CLIL integrates content and language learning, it enables students to use the
target language authentically and develop reallife competences – “to do real things, for real
purposes and for real audiences” in Ball’s words.
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Welcome speech by the British Ambassador Mr Ross Allen

As suggested by Ball, inauthentic language
drilling (e.g., – “Do you have breakfast in the
morning? – Yes, I do”) should be replaced by
meaningful real-life tasks that integrate different
subjects, allow for authentic language use, and
develop general competences.
The idea of having real-life activities in language
learning was further developed in Professor
Hans-Werner Huneke’s talk “Foreign Language
Learning, Content Learning and Negotiating
Meaning in ‘Mysteries’”, which presented learning activities where students are challenged
with a puzzling or astonishing question to find
Conference opening on October 28, 2021
a group solution or to offer an action to solve
the problem. Using ’mysteries’ (i.e., group work to solve a problem using small pieces of information)
in language and content learning classes facilitates active, problem-based, collaborative learning and
develops students’ higher order thinking skills in a stimulating gamified context.
Professors Sue Garton and Elisabeth Wielander from Aston University (UK) gave an overview of
the current situation with CLIL in primary, secondary, and tertiary education in the UK. At present,
implementation of CLIL in primary and secondary education relies on teachers and administrators’
initiatives, and there is no official state support due to changes in school curricula and organisation.
According to Sue Garton, individual bottom-up initiatives, such as Learning through Languages UK,
can revive interest in CLIL in schools and serve as a basis for further growth. Using the example of
Aston University, Elisabeth Wielander shared how CLIL is implemented in tertiary education in the
UK. In an increasingly competitive higher education landscape, CLIL is becoming a unique selling
point and a tool to strengthen graduates’ employability.
The closing talk of the first conference day delivered by Associate Professor Emeritus of the University of Tartu Enn Veldi gave a fascinating insight into the history of English language teaching at the
University of Tartu in his presentation “100 Years of Research-based Study of English at the University
of Tartu – Some Highlights of the First Fifty Years”. The foundations of English studies at the University of Tartu were laid by Professor Heinrich Mutschmann in 1921. Professor Veldi showcased with
historical artefacts how historical changes impacted teaching and research of the English Department
of the University of Tartu.
The second conference day continued the discussion of trends and issues in English language teaching. Galina Maslova, Associate Professor of Pskov State University, addressed the issue of effective
application of digital tools in English teacher training programmes and the development of student
teachers’ digital competence. The challenges
faced by Russian universities during the transfer to distance learning were easily relatable to
the conference audience’s experience. Foreign
language teacher training programmes should
target the development of digital competence
by offering special courses and applying digital
technologies in teaching.

Conference participants sharing their experiences

Inclusive pedagogies, another trend in today’s
ELT world, was highlighted by Dr Dario Luis
Banegas, University of Edinburgh (UK), who
viewed diversity and inclusion through three
areas: interculturality, special education needs,
and gender diversity. Today teachers should
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update their teaching practices and design their curricula and teaching materials to reflect students’
voices. Democratization and critical citizenship are integral parts of modern language education.
The two final talks of the conference provided the participants with a wealth of practical resources
and activities to make English language teaching and learning authentic and fun. Jacqueline Hadel,
an English Language Fellow at Narva College of the University of Tartu, in her talk “FUNology: How
to make Pronunciation FUN in English Language Teaching”, demonstrated an array of student-centred
pronunciation activities, and how these can be transferred to on-line. Jennifer Uhler, Regional English
Language Officer (U.S. Embassy in Tallinn), introduced the audience to high quality, openly licensed
on-line resources in her presentation “Setting up Teachers for Success with Ten Awesome, Open, and
Free Teaching Tools”.
The 8th International CLIL/ELT Conference in Narva College of the University of Tartu offered an
opportunity to discuss some of the current trends and issues of teaching foreign languages and integrating language and content teaching, such as distance learning and digital technologies, inclusivity,
authenticity, competence-driven and student-centred teaching, among other concerns shared by CLIL
and ELT communities. The conference programme, abstracts and presentation files are available for a
wider audience at the conference site: https://www.narva.ut.ee/et/elt_konv.

THOSE WERE THE DAYS – STUDENT LIFE
IN TARTU IN 1944–1962
Enn Veldi

Associate Professor Emeritus
Department of English Studies
University of Tartu

For the purpose of the present article one can divide the period 1944–1962
into two segments based on the reign of two Soviet leaders – the Stalin
era until 1953 followed by the Khrushchev era thereafter. The darkest year
for English philology in Tartu was 1950 when several staff members were
removed from office for six years. Between 1949 and 1955 no day-time
students of foreign languages were admitted. Enrolment was restarted in
1956.
When the German occupation came to an end in the autumn of 1944, the
University resumed its activities. Both the teaching staff and the students
started to return. Contrary to what one might expect, the teaching staff
employed from 1944 to 1950 was rather well qualified. Arthur Robert Hone
was an Englishman who returned to Tartu early in 1945. He was a graduate of Cambridge University,
had arrived in Estonia in 1939, and had spent the war years in the Soviet Union. Leopold Kivimägi
had been awarded his MA in Tartu in 1934; he had served in the Soviet army during the war and
returned as a war veteran. Johannes Silvet had been awarded his MA in Tartu in 1925. He had been
a lecturer in English at the university during the German occupation. When Prof. Ants Oras fled to
Finland and from there to Sweden in the spring of 1943, Silvet also had to assume responsibility for
the teaching of those subjects that had been previously taught by Oras. In the autumn of 1944 Silvet
left Estonia together with the retreating German army but repatriated to Estonia in 1945. Silvet joined
the Department on October 1, 1945, and acted as its head until the summer of 1950 when he was
removed from university teaching. The other staff members of this early period included Salme Kirotar,
Marie Kreutzberg, and Dagmar Riikoja.
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The student body was rather varied at that time. Most of the students who majored in English studies
in 1944–1953 had been born between 1920 and 1930. A few of them had studied in Tartu already
before the Second World War and wanted to continue their education. Some students of English had
been admitted to the university in 1942 and 1943 during the German occupation and wished to continue their studies. Then there were students who had finished secondary school during the German
occupation and had secondary-education certificates issued by the German occupation authorities.
These students were required to take three additional examinations along with entrance examinations
(Soviet constitution, history of Soviet peoples, and geography). Interestingly enough, some future students of English preferred German as their entrance exam in a foreign language. Presumably, because
of the German occupation they knew German somewhat better than English. There were even students who retook all the secondary-school examinations in order to fully legitimize their educational
status. And finally, there were students whose secondary-education certificates had been issued after
the war already.
What were some of the distinct features of the Soviet curriculum of English studies? University education lasted for five years. The course of study ended with the defence of a diploma paper and state
exams (which in 1949, for example, were Foundations of Marxism-Leninism, English Language and
its History, and History of General Literature). On the positive side, the majority of diploma papers
were written in English although students were allowed to write them in Estonian and Russian as well.
The downside of student life was the sorry state of the educational infrastructure. For example, the
Department had one record player. The first tape recorders appeared at the end of the 1950s. Both
Laine Hone (1990) and Nora Toots (2004) have vividly described the overcrowded dormitories where
dozens of students had to share a shabby poorly-lit room which was often infested with rats. Upon
graduation, the majority of graduates became secondary-school teachers of English. Each course (i.e.,
from one to five) had a course supervisor from among the teaching staff who was appointed by the
Department. In addition to diploma papers, students wrote two or three course papers.
Most examinations were in the oral format; their peculiarity was the use of eksamipiletid ‘examination
cards’. The examination questions were in writing and were grouped into sets two or three questions
per examination card. Before the examination they were placed on a table with the text faced down.
Upon entering the examination room, the student had to choose a card, prepare the answer during
about half an hour, and then present the answer to the examiner. The examiner could interrupt the
student during the answer or ask some extra questions later.
The extracurricular activities included the English Study Circle and Student Research Society (ÜTÜ,
Üliõpilaste Teaduslik Ühing). One tool of Communist education was the wall newspaper. It was to
appear on a regular basis, its themes were usually political, such as Lenin and foreign languages, and
both the students and the teaching staff had to contribute articles to it.
In 1948 Oleg Mutt and Asta Takel were the first students who completed their studies in accordance
with the new post-war curriculum. Unfortunately, the diploma paper written by Oleg Mutt is not
available at the Department library. However, the Department records show that the topic of his paper
was The American Language in Sinclair Lewis’s Early Novels (supervisor Johannes Silvet; reviewer A. R.
Hone). The topic echoes seminar papers with similar topics from the early 1930s in Tartu, which were
then supervised by Heinrich Mutschmann. As is known, the term ‘American language’ comes from the
title of a three-volume book by H. L. Mencken. The Department diary shows that on November 12,
1947, Leopold Kivimägi consulted Oleg Mutt, a fifth-year student, with regard to his seminar paper
Class Relationships in Galsworthy’s Works. Oleg Mutt became a university lecturer upon graduation in
1948. In fact, he had taught English to students of pharmacy already as a fourth-year student.
The years 1949 and 1950 yielded the largest number of graduates for the period under discussion.
In addition to English (with specialization in language or literature), several students specialized in
library science. The most popular languages apart from English (French and Russian) were Spanish
and also Swedish, which was then taught by Paul Ariste.
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The titles of the diploma papers reflect the historical context of the Stalin years and the Cold War.
What was regarded as ‘progressive’ at that time meant that it furthered the policies of the Communist Party. The highly politicized intellectual climate of the period affected the study of literature in
particular. One can see a tendency to avoid contemporary authors because a writer whose work was
previously regarded as ‘progressive’ could well become ‘reactionary’ on the basis of his or her more
recent writings. Also, the lecturers in particular had to be careful to avoid accusations of bourgeois
nationalism, bourgeois objectivism, and cosmopolitism during the Stalin years. To avoid cosmopolitism was an especially difficult task with regard to the global spread of the English language; the
notions of Basic English and the American language were regarded as tools of imperialism during
these years. There were cases when the title originally approved by the Department was regarded as
‘ideologically’ unacceptable on the faculty level and the student and the supervisor had to come up
with a new and more politicized wording or even change the topic. For example, the original title of
the diploma paper by Asta Luigas approved by the Department in the autumn of 1948 was The Social
Views of Aldous Huxley. One can also notice that in those years A. R. Hone supervised a large number
of diploma papers in English literature. Regrettably, many diploma papers have been removed from
the Department library in the course of time. Presumably, in most cases the authors borrowed their
own diploma papers and did not return them to the library.
Note: an asterisk next to the title of a diploma paper indicates its absence in the Department library
as of 2021 but existence in the Department records. The following list is only a selection.
1948 *Mutt, Oleg. The American Language in Sinclair Lewis’s Early Novels. Supervisor J. Silvet, reviewer
A. R. Hone. Takel, Asta. Social Ideas in H. G. Wells’s Pre-War Novels. Supervisor A. R. Hone, reviewer
J. Silvet.
1949 Ibrus (Ariva), Linda. The Language of the Younger Generation in ’A Modern Comedy’ by John
Galsworthy. Supervisor J. Silvet, reviewer A. R. Hone. *Jaanvärk (Tiivel), Irene. Social, Literary and
Artistic Influences in the Formation of Keats’s Poetry. Supervisor A. R. Hone, reviewer J. Silvet. *Lahk
(Pulk), Helgi. Arnold Bennett’s ‘Five Towns’ Novels and Short Stories – a Study in Social Conditions.
Supervisor A. R. Hone, reviewer L. Kivimägi. *Liiv, Gustav. H. G. Wells’s Early Scientific Romances and
Social Utopias (1895–1914). Supervisor A. R. Hone, reviewer J. Silvet. Luigas, Asta. Aldous Huxley and
the Ideological Bankruptcy of the English Petty-Bourgeois Intelligentsia. Supervisor A. R. Hone, reviewer
J. Silvet. Susi, Helgi. Woman’s Position in the 18th Century English Society with Special Reference to
Fielding’s ’Tom Jones’. Supervisor A.R. Hone, reviewer E. Kibbermann. Tuvi, Vilhelmine. The Use of the
Progressive Form in the Novel ’The Good Companions’ by J. B. Priestly. Supervisor J. Silvet, reviewer L.
Kivimägi.
1950 Aidu (Luik), Lilia. Thackeray’s Historical Treatment. Supervisor V. Alttoa, reviewer A. R. Hone.
Anderson, Angela. Social Types and Conditions in Conrad’s Treatment of the Far-Eastern Colonies. Supervisor A. R. Hone, reviewer J. Silvet. Laan, Hella. Social and Political Satire in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels’.
Supervisor A. R. Hone, reviewer V. Alttoa. Lassmann, Lembit. Syntactic Functions and Idiomatic Use of
the Verbs ’fall’, ’rise’, ’raise’, ’rear’, ’lift’. Nõmm ( Jõgi), Aino. Byron’s ’Childe Harold’ – a Commentary on
Contemporary European Civilization. Supervisor A. R. Hone. Viljasaar (Alver), Leida. Scott’s Treatment
of the Early 18th Century Scottish History in ’Rob Roy’ and ’The Heart of Midlothian’. Supervisor A. R.
Hone, reviewer V. Alttoa.
The aim of the English Study Circle has been to promote cultural awareness of the English-speaking
countries among students through various social activities in English, such as poetry recitals, singing,
and acting. Its activities started as early as in 1945, and A. R. Hone supervised the circle for many
years. There is an entry by A. R. Hone in the Department diary to the effect that on March 14, 1947,
Oleg Mutt, a fourth-year student, made a report on ‘Realism and Social Criticism in Steinbeck’s Novel
The Grapes of Wrath’.
The purpose of the Student Research Society was to train future scholars through student research
and scientific conferences. This society was a mandatory tool of the Soviet higher education system.
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At Tartu University the society was founded in 1948. Gustav Liiv served as the first chairman of the
faculty-level council of the Student Research Society. The first mention of a student of English philology in the university newspaper dates back to the same year. On December 2, 1948, the newspaper
reported that Gustav Liiv, a fifth-year student, had made a report ‘Morality of the Soviet people’ in
the philosophy circle, which ‘was warmly received by the audience’. The programme of the second
conference of the Student Research Society in April 1949 also shows that Gustav Liiv then acted as
chairman of the faculty council of the Student Research Society. The 1949 conference also featured
a report George Bernard Shaw as a Critic of Capitalist Society by Lembit Lassmann (father of pianist
Peep Lassmann) who was then a fourth-year student. His academic supervisor was Senior Lecturer
A. R. Hone. Upon graduation in 1949, Gustav Liiv became the first post-graduate student in English
philology (specializing in literature) in Tartu after the war. His first dissertation adviser was Johannes
Silvet, and the Department records show that in 1950 he made a lengthy report about ‘Social and
Political Movements in 14th-Century England and their Reflection in the Works by Langland, Chaucer,
and Gower’. After Silvet’s removal from teaching in 1950, Gustav Liiv continued his postgraduate studies
in Leningrad. Interestingly enough, during his lifelong academic career Gustav Liiv was never able to
complete his dissertation. Thus, among the community of Tartu Anglicists he can be regarded also as
the first ABD ‘all but dissertation’, a person who has completed his or her PhD studies without a thesis.
The summer of 1950 witnessed several pivotal developments. First, the department lost several faculty
members because Johannes Silvet, Arthur Robert Hone, and Salme Kirotar were removed from teaching
in the highly paranoid and politicized intellectual climate of the time. This meant that the expertise
of several leading academic figures was not available for students anymore. The remaining faculty
members Leopold Kivimägi, Villem Alttoa, Oleg Mutt, and Dagmar Riikoja had to assume responsibility for the supervision of all student papers. Leopold Kivimägi focused on the study of prepositions
and was writing a dissertation on them. Therefore, many course papers and diploma papers that he
supervised also dealt with the study of various prepositions in English (and their Estonian equivalents).
The second important event in 1950 was the publication of J. V. Stalin’s three-part interview in the
newspaper Pravda, which focused on the Marxist approach to language. This implied that the linguistic
theory of V. N. Marr and his followers, which had been predominant in the Soviet Union, was all of a
sudden regarded as erroneous. In the years 1950–1953 Stalin was regarded as a ‘top linguist’ and the
author of a new linguistic theory. The impact of Stalin was so strong that in the autumn semester of
1950 Oleg Mutt started to teach a separate course ‘Foundations of Stalin’s theory of language’. Also,
all the diploma papers completed between 1951 and 1953 contained a separate introductory chapter discussing Stalin’s linguistic theory. When reading these chapters in student papers at present, it
becomes apparent that Stalin’s theory could be used for explaining lexical growth. In these years Oleg
Mutt supervised several diploma papers in lexicology that focused on lexical enrichment of English
with Soviet vocabulary, word-formation of adverbs, etc.
1951 Betlem, Bruno. Functions and Meanings of Prepositions Expressing Dynamic Relations in Space.
Supervisor L. Kivimägi, reviewer O. Mutt. Kriit, Amanda. Functions and Meanings of the Prepositional
Phrases Indicating Origin, Cause, Purpose and Manner. Supervisor L. Kivimägi, reviewer O. Mutt. *Raud,
Valda (correspondence student). Theodore Dreiser’s Path to Communism. Supervisor D. Riikoja, reviewer
V. Alttoa. Saari, Urve. The Soviet Vocabulary in Contemporary English. Supervisor O. Mutt, reviewer
L. Kivimägi. Võsamäe (Hone), Laine. Prepositions Indicating Position and Rest in Space. Supervisor L.
Kivimägi, reviewer O. Mutt.
1952 Depman (Heinaste), Ester-Inge. The Revolutionary Struggle of the American Working Class as
Reflected in Contemporary American Progressive Literature. Pupp, Lembit (correspondence student). Inglise keele kolme põhiaja käsitlemine eesti õppekeelega koolis (in Estonian), (The Problem of Teaching the
Three Principal Forms of English Verbs at Estonian Schools). Supervisor L. Kivimägi, reviewer O. Mutt
1953 Kiviväli, Gunnar. Position of the Subject and Predicate in Contemporary English. Supervisor L.
Kivimägi, reviewer O. Mutt. Ligi, Reet. Phraseological Verbal Units Consisting of a Verb and Direct Object.
Supervisor O. Mutt, reviewer L. Kivimägi. Rummel, Valter. Principal Difficulties of Estonian Pupils in
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Learning English Speech-Sounds. Supervisor O. Mutt, reviewer L. Kivimägi. Silvet (Reim), Koidu. The
Direct and the Indirect Object in Modern English. Supervisor L. Kivimägi, reviewer O. Mutt. *Toots,
Nora. Uute adverbide moodustamise võimalustest inglise keeles. (in Estonian) (Ways of Forming of New
Adverbs in English). Supervisor O. Mutt, reviewer L. Kivimägi.
1954 Roonurm (Loo), Koidu. Productive Adjectival Suffixes in Present-Day English. Supervisor O. Mutt,
reviewer L. Kivimägi.
1957 Lehtsalu (Hanko), Urve (correspondence student). Units in Modern English Containing Names
of Animals. Supervisor O. Mutt.
Admission of students of foreign languages was resumed in 1956. In that year fifteen students of
English philology were enrolled. All of them had been star students at secondary school and had
been awarded gold or silver medals, which granted them admission without entrance examinations.
Olev Haas had been a student of English in Tartu also in 1945–1948 and was by 1956 an experienced
young man (see also Remsu 2019).
Kullo Vende (1995) has written that “the entire post-war teaching of English in Estonia has rested on
three pillars” – Johannes Silvet as a lexicographer, Oleg Mutt whose contribution is research-based
study of English, and Arthur Robert Hone who taught English culture to Estonians.
The teaching staff underwent important changes in 1956. Johannes Silvet and A. R. Hone were rehired
by the University in 1956. The former students Laine Võsamäe (Hone) and Gunnar Kiviväli became
full-time lecturers. Oleg Mutt and Leopold Kivimägi continued in their previous capacities. Gustav
Liiv re-joined the Department a few years later. The combination of experienced and young teaching
staff created an inspiring intellectual climate. During these years the younger generation of lecturers
started to take over teaching from the older generation of pre-war faculty members. Oleg Mutt completed and defended his dissertation. Laine Võsamäe (Hone) focused on teaching methodology. Urve
Lehtsalu (Hanko) graduated as a correspondence student in 1957, started to teach at the University,
and soon became the first successful PhD student in translation studies.
In the new and somewhat more liberal political atmosphere, the students enrolled in 1956 and 1957
stand out for their remarkable achievements both in the activities of the English study circle and the
Student Research Society.
An article in the university newspaper on April 19, 1957, by Tiiu Nuut (Loog) about the activities of
the English Language Circle shows the enthusiasm of the students of these years. The students staged
several English-language plays supervised by A. R. Hone. New traditions were established such as
boating on the River Emajõgi and longer outings by ship. The years 1960 and 1961 witnessed the first
‘initiation’ ceremonies of the first-year students by senior students. At that time a senior student who
acted as the chairman of the learned council (board) of senior students opened the ceremony with a
short address in Latin that started with the words Collegio alta et digna. Before being recognized as
a ‘full-fledged’ student, the knowledge of each first-year student was tested with witty questions by
the learned council of senior students. One witty question that Kullo Vende still remembered after six
decades sounded like this: What is on the mind of a hen when she is running away from a rooster that
is chasing her? The correct answer was as follows: I shouldn’t run too fast. When the questioning was
over, a senior student placed a thick dictionary (usually the English-Estonian dictionary by Johannes
Silvet or sometimes an Oxford dictionary) on the head of the first-year student. This act symbolized the
scope of knowledge and expertise that a freshman was expected to acquire during his or her studies.
Student research reached new heights in these years. Kullo Vende’s third-year course paper The Use
of the Pronoun ‘it’ as an Object (supervisor J. Silvet) was submitted as a prize essay and won the first
prize. One can also notice new research interests among the students. Tiiu Nuut (Loog) focused
on the analysis of pre-war English textbooks in Estonia. Aita Meier (also Mody) started to compile
a Hindi-Estonian dictionary with a group of students under the supervision of Pent Nurmekund (see
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Fine Feathers by W. W. Jacobs.
Mr. Jobson (O. Haas), daughter Dorothy (M. Mets),
daughter Gladys (T. Nuut), son Bert (G. Grünberg) and
Mrs Jobson (E. Kiviväli)

River boating was a popular activity. Arthur Robert Hone
rowing the boat.

Collegio alta et digna. Kullo Vende, Tiina Sillam, and
Neeme Aljes in 1961.

Malle Laar studied music and was a popular singer.

Jaak Rähesoo has become a fullfledged student. The senior student is
Olev Haas.

Kullo Vende in action. Reet Vahar (Kotka) (on the right)
was a first-year student in 1961.

Meier 2014). The Student Research Society had previously the sections of language and literature;
now the translation section was added. In 1961 the Student Research Society held the first translation
competition; students were invited to submit translations from English, German, and French.
As a member of the university’s Folk Art Ensemble Tiiu-Mai Jõgi (Loko) attended the 6th World Festival
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of Youth and Students in Moscow in 1957.
1961 *Eiman, Tiia-Marike. Modern English Idiomatic Expressions and Proverbs Containing the Words
’Cat’ and ’Dog’ and their Estonian Equivalents. Supervisor O. Mutt. Grünberg, Georg. The Grammatical
and the Semantical Functions of the Preposition ’of ’ in Present-Day English. Supervisor H. Pulk. Haas,
Olev. On the Teaching of English Speech Sounds at Estonian Schools. Supervisor O. Mutt, reviewer L.
Võsamäe (Hone). Jõgi (Loko), Tiiu-Mai. The Analysis of the Preposition ’for’. Supervisor H. Pulk. Linn
(Rahi), Ester. Phraseological Units Connected with the Sea in Modern English. Supervisor O. Mutt. *Nuut
(Loog), Tiiu. English Textbooks Written for the Estonian Learner in the First Half of the 20th Century.
Supervisor L. Võsamäe (Hone).
1962 Laar, Malle. The Problem of Translating Phraseological Units from English into Estonian in John
Galsworthy’s Trilogy ’The Forsyte Saga’. Supervisor U. Lehtsalu (Hanko). Link, Milvi. Klassivälise töö vormid
inglise keele alal (in Estonian) (Forms of Extracurricular Activities in English). Supervisor L. Võsamäe
(Hone), reviewer H. Pulk. Meier (also Mody), Aita. Phraseological Units Connected with the Names of
Plants, Parts of Plants and Fruits. Supervisor J. Silvet, reviewer O. Mutt. Saarsoo, Aino. Simple Predicates Consisting of Phraseological Units with the Verb ’take’. Supervisor O. Mutt, reviewer L. Võsamäe
(Hone). Vahtra, Mihkel. Õpilaste teadmiste kontroll ja hindamine võõrkeele tundides V–VIII klassis (in
Estonian) (Assessment of Pupils’ Knowledge at Foreign Language Lessons in Forms 5–8). Supervisor
L. Võsamäe (Hone), reviewer J. Silvet. Vende, Kullo. A Stylistic Analysis of A. J. Cronin’s ’The Citadel’
and its Estonian Translation from the Lexicological Point of View. Supervisor O. Mutt, reviewer J. Silvet.
What is the significance of these two generations of students for us? Reet Ligi (1929–2014) was my
first teacher of English; Tiia-Marike Eiman (1938–2021) taught me English literature and was my class
teacher at the present Miina Härma Gymnasium. Tiiu Loog supervised my teaching practice at the
Tartu Secondary School No. 10. Valter Rummel (1929–2019) edited my Estonian-English dictionary.
Urve Hanko (also Lehtsalu, 1926–2019) Laine Hone (1926–2005), Aino Jõgi (1922–2013), Amanda Kriit
(1922–1997), Hella Laan (1925–2011), Gustav Liiv (1923–2008), Asta Luigas (1923–2009), Oleg Mutt
(1920–1986), Helgi Pulk (1923–2012), Helgi Susi (1921–2011), and Nora Toots taught me when I was
a student of English philology and became my colleagues upon graduation in 1978.
I wish to thank Kullo Vende for a three-hour discussion of matters related to English studies on 3
August 2021, for showing me his extensive library, and responding to my numerous emails. I would
also like to thank the late Tiia-Marike Eiman for an account of her educational and teaching experience that she wrote at my request in 2012.
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100 YEARS OF RESEARCH-BASED STUDY
OF ENGLISH IN TARTU
Enn Veldi

Associate Professor Emeritus
Department of English Studies
University of Tartu

In 2021 the Department of English studies is celebrating the 100th anniversary of the beginning of research-based study of English at the University
of Tartu.
On February 1, 1921, Professor Heinrich Mutschmann (1885–1955) held
his inaugural lecture The Secret of John Milton in the festive hall of the
University. Heinrich Mutschmann established research-based English as
well as American studies in Tartu. He trained our pre-war generation of
foreign-language teachers, translators, lexicographers, and literary scholars.
To mark the occasion, two articles about Heinrich Mutschmann were published in Open in 2020–21 (issues 58 and 59). After the publication of the
first article, Meinhard Korte, a grandson of Heinrich Mutschmann, contacted me by email and wished
to meet me. During my stay in Germany in July, our family made a memorable day trip to Marburg to
meet him and his partner. We visited the grave of the Mutschmann family, marvelled the villa where
the Mutschmanns lived, and enjoyed an afternoon meal in the open air. Before leaving Marburg, I
was given a bag with seven books from the home library of Heinrich Mutschmann.
On October 28 I made a presentation 100 years of research-based study of English at the University of
Tartu – some highlights of the first forty years at the 8th International ELT Conference ‘Trends and Issues
in CLIL and ELT’, which was held at the Narva College of the University of Tartu. The presentation
was warmly received by the audience.

Heinrich Mutschmann’s grandson Meinhard Korte and
Enn Veldi in Marburg in July 2021.

The villa at Lutherstraße 4 in Marburg where the
Mutschmann family lived.
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RESEARCHING JOHANNES SILVET
PILVI RAJAMÄE INTERVIEWS ILMAR ANVELT

You were recently awarded the golden annual prize
for your contribution to the humaniora section of the
journal Akadeemia for your article concerning the life
and work of Johannes Silvet. What was the article
about? Johannes Silvet has been dead for some time.
Why is this subject relevant now?
Actually, it was your idea that we should start researching
the history of teaching English at the University of Tartu
from the earliest times to the present, and one of the great
figures in the history of teaching English, research of the
English language, and Estonian lexicography is Johannes
Silvet whose 125th birth anniversary was in April 2020.
Did you have the luck and the honour to know him
personally?
Yes, I had. When I started working at the Department of
English at the University of Tartu, he was retired already,
but he came to the Department now and then, and as I
worked as office assistant to Associate Professor Oleg
Mutt, sometimes it was my task to travel to Elva and
Ilmar Anvelt speaking about Johannes Silvet at
visit Johannes Silvet to bring something from him or to
Koidula Street Literature Festival in Tallinn on
give something to him because people didn’t have any
11 September 2021
telephones then. I have visited him at his home in Elva,
a small house in Oktoobri puiestee as it was called at that time, at present it is only Puiestee, actually
a small street off this street, now it is known as Kuuse Street.
What kind of person was he?
I would say he was a very kind, good-humoured and witty person. When I went to visit him, he
always gave apples to take along. He asked if I would like some book that he could give me, and
I was always embarrassed because he asked which authors I liked and I didn’t know much about
literature. I probably still have a few books he gave me. Interestingly, he had no ex libris, but he had
a rubber stamp; so, his books were always stamped ‘Silvet’.
Our research has shown that when a person passes away quite little
remains. You went to the archives – what is there to be found?
There are several of his personal files at the National Archives of Estonia –
his file as a student, before the family names were Estonianised, his name
was Schwalbe, which is the German for ‘swallow’, and then about his work
at the university. Before the war he worked at the university for a very
short time, just after the scandalous lecturer Willy Peters was dismissed. He
came to the university again in 1940, then he was employed as a teacher
of Russian and afterwards as a teacher of English. He also worked at the
university throughout the German occupation.
The number of documents is quite big. The documents at the National
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Johannes Silvet

Archives are, so to say, official documents largely concerning his career. His more personal documents
can be found at the Department of Manuscripts and Rare Books at the University of Tartu Library.
There is his correspondence, letters from his colleagues and friends, his personal diaries of various
kinds, for example, detailed diaries about how he compiled his dictionaries. He starts his diary of his
Estonian-English dictionary with a calculation if letter A is so much, then the whole dictionary would
be so and so many pages, and he finds that this would be too much, so it has to be cut down.
How did he collect the material?
He had an enormous card index at his home. A catalogue cabinet like libraries had in the old times,
a box with many drawers. This was the raw material for the dictionary. When he read something,
he wrote down quotes in several notebooks. Nowadays there are copying machines, but then there
weren’t any. He had written out long paragraphs by hand from books of fiction or books on linguistics; for example, he had copied large grammatical tables. One of the ways how he kept up with the
development of the language was listening to the radio. He had a special notebook for the BBC and
the Voice of America where he wrote words and sentences from radio broadcasts.
Did he ever speak about his choice of material?
In the first edition of his English-Estonian dictionary
he wrote that the main source of material was the
Concise Oxford Dictionary and, by the late 1930s several specialist glossaries of Estonian terminology had
also been compiled. He used cutting-edge research.
Silvet was quite critical of an earlier English-Estonian
dictionary by Hans Pöhl (1927). His main criticism was
that Pöhl had used outdated German sources and his
dictionary contained a lot of mistakes. I haven’t studied
this dictionary thoroughly, but it really contains strange
and rare words, and perhaps the treatment of ordinary
everyday words is not as thorough as it ought to be.
There were such words like ‘abecedarian’, very strange
words I had never seen.

Dictionary in two volumes

Several generations of Estonians have grown up using Silvet’s dictionary. What are the strengths
of his dictionary?
When the dictionary came out in the late 1930s, it was very up to date. If you read the authors of that
time, for example, Galsworthy, the expressions that they used can really be found there. He continued
to revise and update his dictionary throughout his life. The second edition came out just after the war,
1948–49, and the edition that was published in two volumes, in 1989, it is ten years after his death.
Why is his the Estonian-English dictionary so much thinner?
Perhaps there were some limitations on how large the dictionary could be, and the publishing process was extremely long and clumsy, sometimes taking decades. It can’t be compared to Saagpakk’s
dictionary, which is of about the same volume as Silvet’s English-Estonian dictionary. The work on
the Estonian-English dictionary took maybe some ten years. And he wrote to the publishing house
about the new version of the English-Estonian dictionary as early as 1955, and finally it came out in
1989, ten years after his death.
How would you compare Silvet and Saagpakk?
Both men worked in relative isolation from the development of the living language. Saagpakk lived
in Sweden and then in America when he compiled his dictionary. Silvet was somewhat luckier
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because the first edition of his English-Estonian dictionary came out just before the war, but when
the later editions were published, then he was isolated from direct contact with the English language.
Saagpakk’s Estonian is strange or old-fashioned, archaic even in many ways. Silvet did his best, but
reading books and listening to the radio does not equal to doing research among native speakers.
Although he was in correspondence with the British Council that sent him the newest dictionaries,
he couldn’t visit any English-speaking countries in the Soviet period.
What about ideological pressure?
I imagine that when he was compiling his third edition, the circumstances were not as severe as in
Stalin’s time. In his article “Kompassita laev” (“A Ship without a Compass”, 1949), he was forced to
be self-critical about the inclusion of religious and idealist philosophical terminology that were not
considered appropriate for a Soviet dictionary. But such words are an indispensable part of English
culture and the English language, and a lexicographer shouldn’t assess the words from an ideological
viewpoint but record what there is in the language.
How did Silvet become interested in the English language?
Actually, it is a mystery. He grew up in the Russian Empire where school education was in Russian. He
went to primary school in Tartu and to Teachers’ Seminar and Teachers’ Institute, which were all in
Russian, and no foreign languages were taught at all, but he started learning German independently.
He bought a cheap dictionary of the German language, and soon he was reading Nietzsche, comparing the German original with the Russian translation. There was a Frenchwoman living in Tartu, she
was from Switzerland, and the schoolboys formed a small group and took lessons from her, but soon
Silvet remained her only pupil. As for the English language, it is unclear. During World War I, the
Teacher Training Institute of Tartu was evacuated to Herson in Ukraine. Before that, one professor and
one student were sent there to make preparations for the moving. They travelled via St Petersburg,
or Petrograd as it was called during the war, and there Johannes Silvet met Professor Fidrovski’s wife.
She was the first living English person whom he met. The professor and his wife spoke English to
one another. During this short stay, he couldn’t have learned much – perhaps ‘hello’ and ‘good-bye’.
During the Russian Civil War, Johannes Silvet joined the Russian White Guard. His granddaughter
Marju Silvet conjectured that some British officers were serving there, and he could have learned the
language from them. When he came back to Tartu in 1920 when the war had ended, he had already
acquired so much English that he could work as a primary school teacher of English. In the Soviet
times he wanted to hide that had served in the Russian White Guard.

The Parland sisters. Maria Fidrovskaya (née Parland) in the middle.

I understand that Ants Oras and Johannes Silvet were close friends. They must have influenced
or inspired each other.
Marju Silvet recalls that Johannes Silvet had said that Ants Oras was more talented than he was. Ants
Oras was more poetic, a literature person. This can be seen in articles where Silvet criticises some of
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Oras’ translations of Shakespeare, and Oras justifies
himself. Definitely, Oras’ approach was much more
poetic, and Silvet’s was perhaps more linguistic or
slightly schoolteacherly even. But definitely they were
friends. In the Estonian Literary Museum, there is a
collection of Ants Oras’ documents, which includes
several letters by Silvet to him. Ants Oras emigrated
during the war and lived in Florida and worked there
as a professor of literature. In his letters, Silvet writes,
for example, that he had been dismissed from the
university for several years and, looking back at it, he
did not have any bad feelings about it. Of course, he
does not say that it was justified, but he was somehow
reconciled to what had happened.
Silvet had a very chequered career during the war.
He even soldiered on the German side.
He wasn’t actually a soldier, but the university staff
members were sent to guard a bridge here in Tartu
when the Soviet army was approaching. Then he got
wounded and was taken to Germany. He could have
stayed in Germany but returned because he loved his
family. He had a wife and two daughters.

Staircase to Silvet’s flat in Kalevi Street, Tartu

After the war he was employed at the university again and became great friends with another
giant in English philology in Estonia – Oleg Mutt.
They had a close friendship. Marju Silvet said about Johannes Silvet that “Oleg Mutt oli tema
südamesõber” (Oleg Mutt was his bosom buddy), but Oleg Mutt’s son Mihkel Mutt is more reserved
in his memories about his father. He doesn’t call anyone Oleg Mutt’s friend. Nonetheless, the letters
that Oleg Mutt sent to Silvet were very friendly.
Your prize-winning article, I believe, is the first full-length study of Johannes Silvet’s legacy.
You’re a pioneer in this.
This was a detailed account of his life and work. There have been articles about him on his 70th or
80th birthdays, but that was long ago, and they were either newspaper or journal articles, not very
long and thorough. Enn Veldi has written a research article comparing different editions of his English-Estonian dictionary.
In 2018, Pilvi Rajamäe initiated collection of materials about the history of teaching English at
the University of Tartu and asked Ilmar Anvelt to join. Since then, we have been interviewing
former and current colleagues, relatives of those who have passed away, working with archive
materials and publications. Until now, the research results have been published Ilmar Anvelt’s
article “Johannes Silvet – legendaarne leksikograaf ” in Akadeemia no 4, 2020, Ilmar Anvelt and
Pilvi Rajamäe’s article “Anglistika Tartu ülikoolis” in Akadeemia no 2, 2021 and several articles
in Open! since issue 53 (August 2018).
We call on everyone who has studied English at the University of to share their memories. Write
to us to ilmar.anvelt@gmail.com or pilvi.rajamae@ut.ee .
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Experienced Educator
CHALLENGING MY BRAIN IS VITAL
AN INTERVIEW WITH ÜLLE KURM

EATE has just turned thirty. Therefore, the current EATE
Committee asks you as the first EATE Chair how the idea
for EATE was conceived.
In the late 1980s, the city government of Tartu established sister city relationships with Tampere and Uppsala which allowed
cooperation in different fields with both Finland and Sweden.
As I worked for the Department of Education in Tartu at that
time, one of my responsibilities was to organize in-service training courses for language teachers. After a visit to Tampere, we
managed to have Anna Liisa Virtala come to Tartu to give a
ten-day communicative teaching course. It was a real eye-opener
and the participants in the course yearned for more. At that
time Anna Liisa was an expert teacher in Tampere and was also
a member of the modern language teachers’ organization of
Finland. We learned how their organization functioned and we
also learned about IATEFL. When preparing to establish EATE
we received huge support from both Finland and Sweden and also from the education departments
of Tartu City government and Tartu County. In October 1991, when EATE was established during
a conference at Tartu University Library, representatives of Finnish and Swedish language teachers’
organizations were present.
Why did you start your own language school and publishing company?
Before 1988, when I started my own language school, the only chance for an adult in Tartu to learn
a foreign language was in a state language school where the number of people in a classroom was
around 30. The prevailing method of teaching was grammar translation – students learned grammar
rules and applied them to translating sentences. This was how language teaching had been done for
centuries. As the borders of Estonia opened and new contacts were built, the need for communicative
language was urgent. Studium language school started with training our own teachers. There was
some independence and a lot of responsibility. We had to be creative to meet the challenges of the
time. There was a lack of communicative teaching materials and other resources, like cassette players,
copying machines, and even chalk boards. But as the teachers were enthusiastic and the students
grateful and highly motivated, it was great fun to run the school. We were surprised by hundreds of
people queuing along Kompanii Street and up the four flights of stairs to our office when our first
courses were opened for enrolment. People were really eager to learn. I can remember a man from
Haapsalu who used to drive to Tartu twice a week for a whole year just to participate in the English
language course.
The first publication by Studium, in 1995, was Johannes Silvet’s Inglise keele põhisõnavara (Basic Vocabulary of the English Language) which was published in cooperation with EATE to celebrate the centenary of Silvet’s birth. Since then, we have published hundreds of books and workbooks, mostly
educational materials. Besides writing and finalizing my own teaching materials, I have visited book
fairs in Germany, the United Kingdom, and Italy to find new books for the Estonian market. My job
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is to negotiate contract terms with proprietors and agencies and find the best translators for each
work. It’s great fun to go searching for new books. I browse online catalogues and bookshop shelves
in London, check the availability of rights with publishers and look for possible gaps in the Estonian
market. I still get excited by my work as a publisher and that keeps me going.
What has writing textbooks / study materials given you?
Firstly, writing study materials has definitely helped me to understand the value of time, strategic
planning, and discipline. I have learned to avoid procrastination and to not give up on my goals. Since
my own company began publishing the I Love English series, I have had overall responsibility for the
outcome. I have learned how to cooperate effectively with different editors, illustrators, photographers,
studio people, how to negotiate the rights for the use of excerpts and how to find and buy images
from huge photo banks. I am grateful to all the wonderful people at Studium and also to our partners, who have worked devotedly to bring our manuscripts into final productions. My special thanks
go to Mare Jõul and Ene Soolepp who have both been brilliant co-authors when creating the series.
Do you have any personal favourites among the books that Studium has published?
One of the first books we translated and brought to the Estonian market was Nick Owen’s The Magic
of Metaphor. 77 Stories for Teachers, Trainers and Thinkers in 2003. This is a collection of amazing stories which sets out to promote positive feelings and confidence. As it includes 16 tips for effective
storytelling, it is a wonderful sourcebook for teachers, trainers, therapists, psychologists, professional
speakers and parents. It’s a perfect book to keep on your nightstand and will help you unwind after
a stressful day.
Another of my favourites is Little Owl’s Book of Thinking. An Introduction to Thinking Skills by Ian
Gilbert which was published in Estonian by Studium Publishing in 2004. This little book describes
seven important lessons about thinking skills. Benny, a young owl learns from his wise old father the
awesome power of thinking. It’s delightful and funny and makes everyone think just a little bit more.
And one more book which I would recommend is Sally Nicholls’s Ways to Live Forever, published in
Estonian by Studium in 2018. It’s told in such a wonderful way with the main character being a boy
called Sam, who is dying of leukaemia. Sam has put together a list of things to do as he wants to
experience as many things as he can before he dies. Those who love him set their minds to helping
him complete the list. This book is both heart-breaking and uplifting. It’s written as a children’s book
but actually is a good read for everybody.
Do you miss working at school?
I enjoyed teaching at school immensely. The first years of my career as a teacher at Miina Härma
Gymnasium were something I look back on with great affection. I had inspiring colleagues and wonderful students, but I felt that I needed to take on new challenges. So, to sum it up – I don’t miss
working at school.
What inspires you?
Most of the things that inspire me are probably the same for a lot of people: the beauty of nature,
my family, great friends, visiting new places and reading books. Besides that, breaking out of my daily
routine and doing something new inspires me hugely. I’ve always taken on tasks and responsibilities
which, in the beginning, I don’t quite know how to cover. For me challenging my brain is vital and
I enjoy it immensely.
What do you do to unwind?
To take a break from my daily routine, the first choice for me is to go for a walk or a swim. It keeps
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me fit and also works like magic for generating new ideas and solutions which may pop up even
when I’m not concentrating. I’ve had creative ideas for my teaching materials when doing water
aerobics – the only problem is trying not to forget them before I get out of the pool. Recently I’ve
started painting. Mixing colours and creating images somehow allows my mind to relax and let go
of all the problems on my mind. Soothing background music and the sound of my fellow ladies’
brushwork certainly adds to the atmosphere in the studio. Painting is a wonderful way of unwinding.
Which of your many roles do you enjoy the most and why?
I think that my different roles complement each other. I’ve enjoyed everything that I’ve chosen to do
in my life. I have special feelings towards my five grandchildren who are now young adults between
19 and 25 years of age. Each of them has found their own path and I feel really proud of them.
Ülle Kurm was interviewed by EATE Committee members

Reading Recommendation
LANGUAGE CHANGE: MAKING SENSE OF ONLINE WRITING
Kärt Roomäe

PhD student, University of Birmingham

An avid user of various digital resources, Canadian linguist Gretchen
McCulloch has gathered her observations from the way language
is represented online into her recent book. The non-fiction titled
Because Internet: Understanding the New Rules of Language (2020)
is the fruit of her work on how the internet has affected English
and the style we write in. More specifically, in the book at hand,
McCulloch describes how we write the way we used to speak,
especially on social media.
The book grew out of need to introduce the topic of online writing
to non-specialist audiences. The subject draws from McCulloch’s
blog titled All Things Linguistic. By reading Because Internet, you will
learn about different aspects related to online writing. For example,
why WWII marked the start of flourishing acronyms and what is
meant by a “typographical tone of voice” (p. 15). A description
of different surveys taken to map how different regions say certain words, meanwhile, shows that internet can serve as a way of
getting more naturalistic data.
Some attention is paid to the language use of teenagers. McCulloch highlights that a shared vocabulary and one’s linguistic attitude become especially prominent in high school where social groups
influence how you talk, friends’ slang having an effect. Later changes in life will likely not be as drastic
socially. Technology also plays a role in natural language change, in addition to peer influence, but
as the author notes, “every generation has talked slightly differently from its parents: otherwise, we’d
all still be talking like Shakespeare” (p. 31).
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Sometimes, however, technology can get in the way of language evolution. Namely, words programmed
into spell- and grammar check can hinder language change as they impose a standard onto one’s
writing. People with nonstandard names have to fight autocorrect, for example. To draw a parallel
with Estonian, each new edition of ÕS adds to the existing norms of writing, often due to increase
in the usage of a certain form/expression. Or, as McCulloch puts it, what is considered standard or
correct are both “collective agreements, not eternal truths“ (p. 46).
Continuing with sociolinguistics, some sections in the book discuss whether gender really plays a role
in linguistic change; attention is also paid to the topics of power dynamics and class. Both elitism and
solidarity can be witnessed by analyzing one’s language use. Additionally, network theory is introduced. Twitter, for instance, represents weaker ties and therefore it is more innovative linguistically,
as opposed to Facebook where people are already somewhat familiar, leading to stronger ties within
the network (p. 39).
The book also provides information about the history of social media and its platforms, one of the
topics at centrestage. For example, did you know that emoticons go back to 1990 (p. 72)? Data mining (the term used by researchers to denote analyzing databases) has also become easier because
it’s already transcribed and searchable, sometimes even geo-tagged, such as in the case of Twitter.
Analyzing online writing can benefit from technological advancements, but according to McCulloch,
our online writing is, in fact, getting more complex over time.
While it is true that typing has become quicker thanks to the need to communicate with friends, the
various means of hanging out digitally are multifaceted. A chapter about emojis, for instance, shows
how emojis help with embodiment when we don’t see people’s body language. It explains where emojis
come from and why they are often repeated. Apparently, emojis are not so much about emotion as
they are about conveying intention and contextualization (p. 185–186 describes a study on the topic).
In another section, irony is described as “a linguistic trust fall” (p. 148) – how online writing is styled
can say a great deal about the writers’ intention.
Typography of online writing overall, aside from emojis, reveals more than people think. We speak
in utterances that can, but may not count as complete sentences, and informal writing often uses
separate lines to mark new ones. Earlier, three dots had the same function. As McCulloch puts it,
short lines facilitate prompt replies because there is no need to read through one long message (p.
111). As for punctuation, media coverage of “[t]he passive-aggressive potential of the single period”
dates to 2013 (p. 113). Writing in all caps, repeating letters aids in conveying tone, while slang and
abbreviations are termed “shortcuts […] for ideas that we’ve overlearned” (p. 58).
Because Internet is informative yet engaging and does not read like dense prose. The readers find
themselves gradually immersed into the details, as the background and terminology are first established.
Only then are more specific phenomena elaborated on, illustrated with real-life examples and studies.
Well-known linguists are also featured, such as Jack Grieve, William Labov, Terttu Nevalainen, and
Sali Tagliamonte. Even one study by Estonians Egle Oolo and Andra Siibak from 2013 is included (p.
232). The only aspect that could be improved is that references to studies are included after the text.
A clearer way of pointing them out would be welcome as there is no explicit marking for endnotes in
the text itself. Overall, however, the book is understandable without a strong background in linguistics,
and the references as well as the index are for those who wish to know more about a certain topic.
REFERENCES
McCulloch, Gretchen. 2020. Because Internet: Understanding how language is changing. London: Vintage.
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Come and Share
#SOESÜDA
Kati Bakradze

Tallinn Co-educational School

This is the story about my heart and soul of teaching.
I remember, it must have been year the 1992 when friendship
books were highly popular among my mates. These were fill-in
scratch-books about your all-time favourites – favourite animal,
favourite book, favourite flower, etc, and also a personal picture
was included. What a special memory – a way to the real heart of
each friend’s life! I wish I had somehow kept one of the books...
I remember this one entry; it was in a lemon-yellowish paperpack
with a picture of daffodils on the upper left-hand corner. This
was again one of the books sent around friends to fill in. It is
the first memory I have about writing down my future favourite
profession: “A TEACHER”. I do not know whether the fact that my
Mum was a teacher influenced the choice or not, nevertheless,
true it is that I am the second generation of teachers. I was 13
years old at that time. In later years, from my basic and secondary
school time, I have fond memories in my heart about my literature
teacher Piret Lilleväli, my class teacher Reet Kruusement and my
university teacher Piret Kärtner. They have been the teachers with a heart of gold in my life as they
literally have touched my heart. Simon Sinek in his book Start With Why expresses the idea that “great
leaders inspire everyone to take action”. I think this is why school and education and the profession
of being a teacher have become a temple of my heart; just because of them: my Mum, Piret, Reet,
and Piret. In 2021, I celebrated the 20th year of being a teacher.
In September, my kind-hearted friend Karola invited me to participate in a course called “Teacher –
the Spokesperson of Education” organized by the Education and Youth Board. To be honest, I was
not so enthusiastic about the case, as at one point I might be surprisingly modest about my own
achievement. Nevertheless, I still decided to go for it.
The ones, who say that the future belongs to those brave enough to create it, are right. I was glad
I followed my heart rather than listened to my head; I was proud of myself not being afraid of my
own thoughts, especially the idea of being officially in the spotlight. After being accepted because of a
successful 1-minute elevator pitch, there we were – in the heart of an educational enrichment program.
This was the official beginning of the story of the “Teacher Kati” brand on Instagram (@opetajakati)
and my personal hashtag #soesüda on social media. Since then, I have posted quotes, themes of English
(tenses, holiday intros), book or radio show suggestions on various media platforms. I have decided
to share both educational values and professional aspects of the English language and of education
generally. The slight possibility to change the conventional thinking by being an example is for the
good of parents, students, teachers, and for the good of everyone; it is worthwhile, important, and
worth striving for.
I have started a series of videos on YouTube which are conversations on school topics about a
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broad range of educational aspects. These
are 6–10-minute interviews; exactly how long
“A Break with Teacher Kati” is. During those
Wednesday afternoons, I have had really engaging conversations with a first former, a 12th former, a parent, a colleague, a teacher of special
needs students, male teachers, and so on. The
most popular video is an interview with my
Mum who has 40 teaching years in Kose. In
the future I would like to include topics such
as “Mindfulness” or “Bullying-free School” along
with interviews with key personnel in school
(the librarian, the headmaster, etc); all about
EDUCATION.
To conclude, the moment I felt the brand
“Teacher Kati” could amplify and help advance
the vision of the broad view on education among
parents, students, everybody, I decided to keep
it going. Good educators know that our attitudes
are as important as the information we impart. It does not mean the audience has to have a child at
school age, people have been to school at one moment in their lives anyway. Moreover, the sense of
purpose or belonging to the same universe of values was my first and foremost aim of the videos as
well as highlighting the brand itself. I believe once you catch someone’s attention with the message
or personality, it helps clarify pros and cons, fears and disbeliefs. My mission is to act warm-heartedly,
share the views close to my heart helping people around me make educated decisions about each
aspect of school. I hope people around me trust and value my judgment on education. One day in
the future, I want to have memories of students remembering me teaching and reaching them. And
they touch my heart. We literally touch the future each and single day. I will continue, cross my heart!
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